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Preface
This document contains the proceedings of the 27th annual NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop,
hosted by the Marshall Space Flight Center on November 15-17, 1994. The workshop was attended
by scientists and engineers from various agencies of the U.S. Government, aerospace contractors, and
battery manufacturers, as well as international participation in like kind from a number of countries
around the world.
The subjects covered included nickel-cadmium, nickel-hydrogen, nickel-metal hydride, and lithium-
based technologies.
1994 _1S,4 Aerospace Batte_ Workshop -iii-

Introduction
The NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop is an annual event hosted by the Marshall Space Flight
Center. The workshop is sponsored by the NASA Aerospace Flight Battery Systems Program which
is managed out of NASA Lewis Research Center and receives support in the form of overall
objectives, guidelines, and funding from Code Q, NASA Headquarters.
The 1994 Workshop was held on three consecutive days and was divided into four sessions. The first
day consisted of a General Session and a Nickel-Hydrogen Design Session. The second day consisted
exclusively of an Advanced Technologies Session. The third and final day was devoted to a Nickel-
Hydrogen / Nickel-Cadmium Test and Flight System Data Session.
On a personal note, I would like to take this opportunity to thank all of the many people that
contributed to the organization and production of this workshop:
The NASA Aerospace Flight Battery Systems Program, for their financial support as well
as their input during the initial planning stages of the workshop.
Bob Bechtel and Eric Lowery, NASA Marshall Space Flight Center; Micheile Manzo,
NASA Lewis Research Center; and Gerald Halpert, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, for serving
as Session Organizers, which involved soliciting presentations, organizing the session agenda,
and orchestrating the session during the workshop;
Huntsville Marriott, for doing an outstanding job in providing an ideal setting for this
workshop and for the hospitality that was shown to all who attended;
Marshall Space Flight Center employees, for their help in stuffing envelopes, registerin£
attendees, handling the audience microphones, and flipping transparancies during the
workshop.
Finally, I want to thank all of you that attended and/or prepared and delivered presentations for this
workshop. You were the key to the success of this workshop.
JeffBrewer
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center
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A R E-EXAMINA TION OF THE
OF SILVER-OXIDE ZINC CELLS FOR
POTENTIAL AEROSPACE APPLICATIONS
HARLAN LEWIS, MARK THOMAS. AND WM JOHNSON
NAVAL SURFACE WARFARE CENTER DIVISION, CRANE
1994 NASA A EROSPA CE BATTER Y WORKSHOP
HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA
15 NOVEMBER 1994
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TABLE 1
COMPARISON OF RUSSIAN AND DOMESTIC CELLS
RUSSIAN CELLSDOMESTIC CELLS
U-Wrap Positives U-Wrap Negatives
Negatives use no visible binder Negatives use porous paper and a
PVA binder
Plates are placed parallel to face of Plates are perpendicular to face of
cell cell
Grid collector on dry, charged Wire loop collector on dry uncharged
Positive plates use a nylon wick Positive plates use a nylon slip cover
stagger folded sonic weld sealed
Electrolyte uses few/no additives Electrolyte uses ZnO, LiOH, and
N_B407 additives
Cellophane separator 1.0mil wood Cellophane separator is l.Smil cotton
pulp type/silver treated linter type/non-treated
Plates are specially designed for each Plates are standardized and selected
application for each application (?)
Cases are specially designed for each
application
Cases are standardized and selected
for each application (?)
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TABLE 2
COMPOSITION OF RUSSIAN ELECTROLYTE
Potassium Hydroxide 5305:10g/I
Zinc Oxide 40+5g/1
Lithium Hydroxide 15:t:3 g/1
Sodium Tetraborate (anhydrous) 55±5gfl
\
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*' TABLE 3
CHARGED CATHODE COMPOSITIONS t
Sample
Domestl
Domest2
Domest3
Avg
AgO
60.72
63,27
58.36
60.78
Ag20
25.12
28.17
31,83
Ag2CO3
4.98
4.25
3.47
Cu(.ppm)
5.8
28,37 4.23
4.43 0
4.03 0
4.52 0
4.33 0
5.4
5.3
5.5
Russl 46.88
Russ2 61.25
48.46Russ3
Avg 52.20
an
indicated otherwise
38.86
28.13
35.74
34.24
t-wo
9.82
4.93
8.73
7.83
i
con_
3.03 0.08
2.67 0.11
3.29 0.11
3.00 0.10
__ltqon
1.3
1.5
1.2
1.3
m percent
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TABLE 4
CHARGED ANODE COMPOSITIONS :_
][ TotalZn I HgSample ZnO ZnCO 3 Ag(ppm)
Domest 1 94.54 17.38 1.88 1.10 202.3
Domest2 93.94 I6.76 1,81 1.10 144.5
Domest3 92.94 19.06 2.04 1.14 73.7
1.91 1.11 140.3Avg 93.81 17.73
Russl
Russ2
Russ3
Avg
88.81
85,83
88.95
87.86
23.09
24.26
28.57
25.31
1.54
1.42
1.27
1.41
1.68
1.47
1.72
1.62
13.89
7.83
7.61
9.78
top_ two _g cy_mon m percent unless
indicated otherwise
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I I III_L,"_lIR_ _' _ " _" : _°_ • _'¢_
Primary Zinc-Air
Batt es
Ron Putt,, MATSI
Terrill Atwater, ARL
Bob Bragg, NASA-JSC
MATSI 11/15/94 NASA
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OVERALL CELL
REACTION
Zn + ½0 2 _ ZnO 1.2V
MATSl 11/ 15/94 NASA
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CHARACTERISTICS
Excellent Specific Energy
- 300-500Wh/kg
Moderate Power
- C/10 - C/100 Rates Preferred
Safe
- Rate-Limited By Oxygen Transport
Inexpensive
-Lowest Cost Per Wh In Production
Low Environmental Impact
-Factory Recycling Will Be Available
MATSl 11 / 15/94 NASA
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CELL COMPONENTS
Anode
-67.5% Battery-Grade Zinc Powder
-35 W% Potassium Hydroxide
- 0.6% Gellant
Separator
-EPM Impregnated PVA
Cathode
- Two-Layer PTFE-Bonded Gas
Diffusion Electrode
MATSI 11 / 15/94 NASA
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CELL DESIGN*
CATHODE AIR ACCESS HOLES CATHODE
SHEET / / \ TERMINAL
ANODE ANODE COLLAPSABLE GAS CURRENT
TERMINAL FOAM LAYER VENT COLLECTOR
* U.S. PATENT 5,328,778. FOREIGN AND OTHER U.S. PATENTS PENDING.
MATSI 11/15/94 NASA
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Average Cell Voltage
-vs. Current Density
1.4
V = 1.3- 0.18 [1 - exp (-.068i)1
1.3
>
_3
_1.2
>
<
1.1
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
Current Density (mA/cm^2)
45 5O
MATSI 11 / 15/94 NASA
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ANODE UTILIZATION
vs. CURRENT DENSITY
U = 97 + 32.5 In (1 -i/70)
tO0
t-
O
,B
N
90
8O
70
6O
5O
0 10 20 30 40 50
Current Density (ma/cr_2)
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M CELL
MATSI 11 / 15/94 NASA
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M-6 BATTERY CELL
LAYOUT
0.5" thick
o
MATSI 11/15/94 NASA
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M-6 ALKALINE-AIR 'r_
BATTERY
MATSI 11/15/94 NASA
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CARBON-ZINC "D" CELL
PERFORMANCE
16
| _._ __ . .........14
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45
Run Time in Hours
60 mA ......... --" 125 m,_, ...... -----_ 25 0 mA -- - ]
MATSI 11/15/94 NASA
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HEAVY DUTY "D" CELL
PERFORMANCE
1.6
1,4
1.2 ..............
_} 1.0 ..........
Practical limit
is reached at
about 360 mA
0.6
0.4
0,2
0.0
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45
Run Time in Hours
-o-125 mA -0--250 mA -0-500 ma
I
MATSI 11/15/94 NASA
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ALKALINE "D" CELL
PERFORMANCE
_t_ _ _ _ !, :_ ._
'U * 9,
16
0.8
06
02
0.0
0 5 10
-,0-.250 mA
15 20 25 30
Run Time in Hours
..,.,0--500 mA
35 40
1000 mA
45
MATSI 11 / 15/94 NASA
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MATSI "M" CELL
PERFORMANCE
1,6
1,4
m
0.8
G,_ 0.6
0
0,4
0.2
0.0
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35
Run Time in Hours
40
-.4-1000 mA .-.--2000 mA -m-3000 mA
45
MATSI 11/15/94 NASA
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Nickel-Hydrogen Design Session
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POROUS ELECTRODE MODEL SCHEMATIC
",A
-7
,5
:..)
.'( - 0 _ = _': '_" = 'Q'
Active
Material
Eiectrotvte
r = r o- 6 or .v --
r=r o or V=O
Nickel
Substrate
Active
Material
Electrolyte
,t
b
:f
i r=O
1.) MAO-Z, DEVIDTS-P, WHITE-RE, NEWMAN-J, THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
OF THE DISCHARGE PERFORMANCE OF A NIOOH/H-2 CELL, JOURNAL OF
THE ELECTROCHEMICAL SOCIETY, VOL: 141 (1):54-63(1994)
_p_B
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Voltages Versus Throughput Current on Charge
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Progress Towards Computer Simulation of NiH z
Battery Performance Over Life
Albert H. Zimmerman and M. V. Quinzio
Electronics Technology Center
The Aerospace Corporation
E1 Segundo, California 90245
The long-term performance of rechargeable battery, cells has traditionally been verified
through life-testing, a procedure that generally requires significant commitments of funding and test
resources. In the situation of nickel hydrogen battery, cells, which have the capability of providing
extremely long cycle life, the time and cost required to conduct even accelerated testing has become
a serious impediment to transitioning technology improvements into spacecraft applications. The
utilization of computer simulations to indicate the changes in performance to be expected in response
to design or operating changes in nickel hydrogen ceils is therefore a particularly attractive tool in
advanced battery development, as well as for verifying pert_rmance in different applications.
Computer-based simulations of the long-term performance of rechargeable battery cells have
typically have very limited success in the past. Tlnere are a number of reasons for the lack in progress
in this area. First, and probably most important, all battery cells are relatively complex
electrochemical systems, in which performance is dictated by a large number of interacting physical
and chemical processes. While the complexity alone is a significant part of the problem, in many
instances the fundamental chemical and physical processes underlying long-term degradation and its
effects on perfonnance have not even been understood. Second, while specific chemical and physical
changes within cell components have been associated with degradation, there has been no generalized
simulation architecture that enables the chemical and physical structure (and changes therein) to be
translated into cell performance. For the nickel hydrogen battery cell, our knowledge of the
underlying reactions that control the performance of this cell has progressed to where it clearly is
possible to model them. The recent development of a relatively generalized cell modeling approach _
provides a framework for translating the chemical and physical structure of the components inside
a cell into its performance characteristics over its entire cycle life. This report describes our approach
to this task in terms of defining those processes deemed critical in controlling performance over life,
and the model architecture required to translate the fundamental cell processes into performance
profiles.
Model Architecture
The general architecture for the modeling method employed here has been described in detail
in Refs. 1 and 2. This modeling approach breaks a nickel hydrogen cell into a number of finite
elements that encompass all internal cell components and materials) These include gas spaces, wall
wicks, nickel electrodes, separators, and hydrogen electrodes. The reagents that move through these
components are electrolyte, hydrogen gas, and oxygen gas. These materials move throughout the
cell under the combined forces of migration, convection, capillary pressure, and diffusion.
The performance of the nickel electrode, which typically limits cell life, is critical in defining
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performance over life. The nickel electrode model used here is based on the finite element model
described in Ref 1. This model describes the active material in the nickel electrode as a porous
deposit within pores of a given diameter in a nickel metal substrate. Charge transport is allowed by
movement of holes and protons in the solid active material grains, and movement of ions in the
electrol_te. The charge transfer processes considered at the interface between the active material
grains and the electrolyte include oxidation of [3-Ni(OH)2, oxidation and reduction of [3-NiOOH,
reduction of T-NiOOH, oxidation and thermal decomposition of cc-Ni(OH) 2, oxygen evolution from
both [3-NiOOH and ,/-NiOOH, and the reaction of hydrogen gas with the charged materials. At the
interface between the sintered nickel substrate and the active material, corrosion of nickel is allowed,
as well as catalytic oxidation of hydrogen gas and catalytic reduction of oxygen gas.
Models that have been previously utilized to describe the nickel electrode L3 are based on a
one dimensional layer of active material placed in contact with a substrate surface. While this is
clearly an excellent local description of the physical structure of the nickel electrode, as indicated in
Fig. 1 there is a ,,vide distribution of layer thicknesses and substrate structures occurring in real nickel
electrodes. We have found that there are significant performance differences between the results from
model simulations for the realistic structure of Fig. 1 and the simplistic one-dimensional approach
that has been used in the past. As indicated in Fig. 2, a model based on the 3-dimensional structure
cross-sectioned in Fig. 1 provides much more realistic charge behavior, particularly charge efficiency
as the fJlly charged state is approached, than does the idealized one-dimensional model. Thus, a key
aspect of simulating performance over life is to include in the simulation the real structure of the sinter
substrate, as well as all other cell components. It is not realistic to expect a model to be capable of
predicting performance over life without also providing that model a complete description of the
internal structure of all cell components. Thus, a three-dimensional model of the pores within the
nickel electrode will be used in this study. The structure of these pores will be measured from actual
nickel electrodes of the same type as those being simulated in the operating cells.
Degradation Modes
The model described in the above paragraphs has been demonstrated _'''4 to be capable of
accurately predicting cell performance for any specific structures within the nickel electrodes or the
nickel hydrogen cell. Thus, the remaining task in simulating performance over life is to predict how
the chemical and physical structure of the internal cell components change over life. The degradation
modes that will be focussed on in this study involve the nickel electrode and are: (1) substrate
corrosion, (2) active material phase changes, (3) substrate swelling, (4) active material extrusion, (5)
electrode cracking, and (6) short-circuiting through the separator. The rate of each of these
degradation processes will be based on the underlying driving forces for the processes, such as
voltage, density changes, pressure differentials, and chemical gradients.
Substrate corrosion is assumed to be occurring on a passivated nickel surface, on which the
rate of corrosion is linearly dependent on the voltage. In addition it is assumed that the volume
changes from oxidation and reduction of the oxides on the nickel surface will periodically fracture the
passivation layer. Thus, corrosion will occur over the surface area of the sintered substrate at a rate
proportional to the active material voltage at the interface with the substrate, and also at an additional
rate proportional to the changes in density of the active material immediately adjacent to the metal
surface. In this model, the layer of active material immediately adjacent to the sinter is about 100
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Angstroms thick. Sinter corrosion will decrease substrate area, increase active material density near
the substrate, decrease cobalt additive levels near the substrate, increase electrolyte concentration,
and increase cell hydrogen pressure. The increase in active material from corrosion can, in some
instances, cause increased capacity to be available in the nickel electrode. The model described
above w311be used to determine the combined effect of all these changes on performance when a
realistic three-dimensional sintered structure is used.
Phase changes in the nickel electrode active material will occur during the simulation process
in response to gradients that develop in electrolyte concentration, temperature, and potential through
the cell. The electrochemical reactions discussed above and programmed into the nickel electrode
simulation module will assure that the different phases will interconvert during cycling in the manner
expected in a real batter;,' cell.
Nickel electrode swelling will be allowed to occur at a rate based on the difference between
the positive and negative forces normal to the electrode surface. Forces that drive swelling are
expansion of active material during discharge or phase changes, and electrol_e hydrodynamic forces,
and gas pressure differentials. The swelling of the electrode structure will be based on the magnitude
of these forces that are calculated by the model, along with the mechanical strength properties of the
electrode itself. Swelling within each element of the electrode will be assumed to occur via a
homogenous expansion ot'the three-dimensional structure of the sinter.
Active material extrusion will be driven by essentially the same forces as nickel electrode
swelling, but is based on the elasticity of the active material. Additionally, the active material will be
allowed to extrude not only from one element into another within the nickel electrode, but into the
separator as well. Extrusion of active material into and through the separator can produce short
circuit paths, with the short circuit current being dependent on the resistivity of the active material.
In a properly constructed nickel hydrogen cell, such short circuits are probably the ultimate failure
mode, since they can cause the cell state of charge to drop below that needed to sustain cycling. The
physical extrusion of active material from the sintered substrate will result in a decrease in available
active material for charge discharge cycling.
Cracking of nickel electrodes can occur as a result of swelling if the sintered structure if
forced past its yield point, or if corrosion etches away interconnecting metal. For this approach to
effectively model cell capacity loss due to cracking of the sinter structure, the cumulative deformation
forces in the sinter structure relative to the force needed to cause separation of the sinter must be
modeled. The plan at present is to track these forces as the sinter structure is allowed to swell, and
to adjust the conductivity paths to reflect separation of the conductive matrix. Cracking of the
conductive matrix will force more current to be carried through the active material, thus will result
in earlier depletion and lower utilization.
Present Degradation Model Status
The present life cycle degradation model consists first of a three dimensional cell model, that
includes a three dimensional microscopic model of the nickel electrode. The nickel electrode model,
which is most critical to modeling the performance of the nickel hydrogen cell, can track the
formation ofdifferent active material phases through the cell stack (or stacks), the charge efficiency,
the self-discharge, and the voltage vs. capacity behavior during cycling if it has the physical and
chemical state of the internal cell components well defined. The second part of this life cycle model
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defines how the physical and chemical state of the internal cell components are to be adjusted as the
cells cycles. This portion of the model is now under development, with the adjustments in sinter
structure due to corrosion having been put into a preliminary simulation model. This preliminary
model is consistent with about 40% corrosion of a typical sinter structure after 40,000 LEO cycles
at 80% depth of discharge. The various degradation modes discussed above are each being
developed as individual modules that are capable of making small adjustments to the state of the cell
components after each cyclic interval.
The computational approach used here for simulating a nickel hydrogen cell life test is to
utilize two work-stations. These networked work-stations will be programmed to run a cell model
through a life test, periodically calculating updated cell performance and stress forces. The stress
forces a:e used to adjust the physical and chemical state of the cell components, with these
adjustments being typically 0.1 to 1% over a cyclic interval. Cyclic intervals would vary according
to the rate of change of cell performance parameters. Early in the cycling the computers will update
cell performance every few cycles, while after thousands of cycles, 10-100 cycles may be allowed to
elapse between computational updates. When the cell begins to fail atter extensive cycling,
computational updates will again be performed relatively frequently. This approach is expected to
give a full life test in about 1 month of time using a two-processor approach, assuming that individual
cycles can be run at about a real time rate (as suggested in prelimina_ calculations).
Conclusions
An approach to simulating a life test of a nickel hydrogen battery cell in a computer system
has been outlined. This approach is based on two key elements. The first of these is a model of the
nickel hydrogen cell that can very accurately predict performance from a detailed knowledge of the
physical and chemical states of the internal cell components. This first element is now largely
developed and ready to integrate into a life test simulation. The second key element is a degradation
model that utilizes internal stresses and forces that are obtained from the dynamic cycling of the cell
model, to periodically adjust the physical and chemical state of the cell components to reflect the key
degradation processes. While at present the second part of this effort is not fully developed, we are
confident that this general simulation approach can successfully be used to follow and predict the
performance of battery cells during their operational life. We anticipate applications of this approach
to the characterization and validation of design advances, the design of power systems, and the
operational management of nickel hydrogen batteries in spacecraft power systems.
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LONG LIFE 80Ah STANDARD IPV NIH2 BATTERY CELL
J. D. Armantrout and J. S. Waller
Lockheed Missiles & Space Company, Inc.
1111 Lockheed Way
Sunnyvale, CA 94089
SUMMARY
A standard Nickel-Hydrogen (NiH2) Individual Pressure Vessel (IPV) battery cell is needed to
meet future low cost, high performance mission requirements for NASA, military, and civil space
programs. A common or standard cell design has evolved from the heritage of HST, Milstar and
other Air Force Mantech cell designs with substantial flight experience, while incorporating some
of the historical COMSAT cell design features described in Reference (1). Key features include
slurry process nickel electrodes having high strength, long life and high yield (lower cost), and
dual layer Zircar separators for improved KOH retention, uniformity and longer life. The cell
design will have a zirconium oxide wall wick inside the pressure vessel to redistribute electrolyte
and extend life. The slurry, electrode will be 35 mils thick to take advantage of qualified cell
mechanical configurations and proven assembly and activation techniques developed by Eagle
Picher Industries (EPI) for the Hubble Space Telescope (I/ST) RNH-90-3 and "Genetic HST"
RNH-90-5 cell designs with back-to-back nickel electrodes produced by the dry sinter process.
The 80Ah common cell design can be scaled to meet capacity requirements from 60Ah to 100Ah.
Producibility, commonality and long life performance will be enhanced with the robust cell design
described herein.
BACKGROUND
The battery cell technology flow shown in Figure 1 summarizes evolution of various battery cell
designs at LMSC beginning with the Air Force NiH2 Flight Experiment. This led to development
of the RNH-76-3 cell design by EPI. Back-to-back truncated disk slurry aqueous (Bell) process
nickel electrodes developed in the 1970s by COMSAT were combined with asbestos separator
material for the RNH-76-3 cell design. Back-to-back pineapple slice dry sinter aqueous ('Beg)
process nickel electrodes were later developed in the 1980s by EPI for HST and Milstar battery
applications. These applications utilize Zircar separators in conjunction with cell stack design
concepts developed by Hughes Aircraft Corporation and the Air Force, which were later qualified
for the HST RNH-90-3, "Generic HST" RNH-90-5 and Milstar RNH-76-11 Mantech cells.
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Performance advantages of the Mantech cell type used by LMSC include lower cell impedance
from use of Zircar material in place of asbestos separator used for the COMSAT cell, greater yield
in ceLl build due to decreased sensitivity to electrolyte quantity, and greater energy density due to
the high porosity (8,*%) dry sinter plaque. The COMSAT cell design, using slurry 80% porosity
plaque with improved strength properties, has improved #ate yield 0ower cost) versus the dry
sinter pla_iue cell design. A desire to combine the best characteristics of the COMSAT and
Mantech cell configurations has led to the common cell design described herein.
GENERAL CELL DESCRIPTION
The standard cell design described herein has been designated an RNH-90-9 cell by EPI based on
similarity to the tLNH-90-5 cell design. The design builds upon heritage of HST, Milstar and other
Air Force Mantech cell designs with substantial flight experience, while incorporating some of the
historical COMSAT cell design features described in Reference (1). The 80Ah NiH2 battery ceil
will have 48 slurry process nickel electrodes contained in a 9.0 inch long pressure vessel with a
0.030 inch nominal wall thickness. Key features include slurry process nickel electrodes with 80%
porosity for high strength, long life and high yie!d (lower cost), and dual layer Zh-car separators
for improved KOH retention, uniformity and longer life. The electrolyte concentration will be 31%
KOH in the discharged state for improved low temperature discharge voltage performance. The
celldesign will have a zirconium oxide wall wick inside the pressure vessel to redestribute
electrolyteand extendlife.While LMSC has chosen a 48-elecU'odeversionof thecommon cellto
avoid mechanical requalification, this design could be easily scaled to meet capacity requirements
from 60Ah to 100Ah. The slurry electrodes will be 35 mils thick to take advantage of qualified
Mantech cell mechanical configurations, and proven assembly and activation techniques identified
in Reference (2) for the HST RNH-90-3 cell design with back-to-back nickel electrodes produced
o
by the dry sinter process, The common cell design will have 5/16 inch terminals and four electrode
tab thicknesses of 5, 7, 9 and 11 mils for lower cell impedance at discharge rates greater than 40A.
The cell will weigh approximately 2072g and have a rating of 80Ah at a 40A (C/2) discharge rate to
1.10V/cell (24.2V/Battery) following a standard charge at 0°C. Nickel precharge in the range from
15% to 20% should result in a maximum expected operating pressure 0VfEOP) of 1075 psi at
beginning of life (BOL) for this ceil design. It has been demonstrated that pressure vessels made
with 0.030 inch base Inconel 718 material provide a nominal safety margin of 3X for an MEOP of
1100 psi on RNH-76-3 cells.
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The common cell is not optimized for minimum weight for BOL capacity performance, however,
in theory, stronger plate material should have longer life under similar operating conditions. This
would allow greater DOD operation for the common cell in both geosynchronous and low earth
orbit (LEO) applications which should minimize or eliminate the weight penalty. Test data
summarized in Reference (3) show operational performance characteristics over the temperature
range from -10°C to +20°C for the RNH-90-5 cell design with back-to-back nickel electrodes
produced _y the dry sinter process. The common cell, designated as RNH-90-9, should have
similar electrical performance characteristics as the "Generic HST" RNH-90-5 cell design. The cell
would have a rating of 80Ah at a 40A (C/2) discharge rate to 1.10V/cell (24.2V/battery) following
a standard charge at 0°C. Testing of the RNH-90-5 cell was accomplished to identify usefulness of
the common cell in a generic LEO application. This short term testing identified advantages over
the COMSAT cell type which the common cell will replace. Other predicted performance and
operating characteristics of the cell are discussed in the following section.
PERFORMANCE PREDICTION
The electrical and thermal performance of an RNH-90-5 cell similar to that used on HST was
initially characterized over a matrix of operating conditions from -10°C to +20°C. Testing included
standard capacity tests and electrical cycling using 12-hour cycling regimens incorporating constant
DOD cycles with step changes in the ceil current at three points in the discharge as described in
Reference (3). Subsequently, cycling was performed to characterize cell voltage under both
constant charge/constant discharge conditions required for a LEO operating environment at +10°C.
Four discharge rates (40A, 55A, 75A and 90A) were used in a cyclic scheme which subjected ceils
to a constant 44 percent DOD each cycle. Because of the relatively high charge rate (38A) required
to maintain energy balance for the LEO test, it was necessary to raise the voltage/temperature (V/T)
charge termination level to 1.54V/cell (33.9V/battery) to achieve stabilization during the test. Post
+10°C capacity testing shows a usable capacity of 70Ah for a recharge ratio of 1.02 to 1.20V/cell
(26.4V/battery) at a 40A (C/2) discharge rate. V/T optimization should allow for a greater usable
capacity. The discharge scheme for the four distinct cycles was as follows:
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Cycle A: 40A for 13.3 rain., 75A for 7.1 min.
55A for 9.7 min., 90A for 5.9 min.
Cycle B: 55A for 9.7 min., 90A for 5.9 min.
40A for 13.3 min., 75A for 7.1 min.
90A for 5.9 min., 40A for 13.3 rain.
75A for 7.1 min., 55A for 9.7 min.
75A for 7.1 min., 55A for 9.7 rain.
90A for 5.9 min., 40A for 13.3 min.
Cycles were performed in the order A,B,C,D,A,B,C,D etc. Cycling was repeated until "stability"
was reached. Stability is reached when time to charge off for consecutive cycles does not differ by
more than 4 minutes and the discharge voltage is stable. Data shown in Attachment 1 summarize
test results obtained at the four discharge rates for these operating conditions. These data
demonstrate capability of the "Generic HST" RNH-90-5 cell design to operate at a maximum IY3D
of 4.4% and meet a peak 80A load for a 22-ceU battery over a voltage range from 26.4V to 33.9V
at +10°C. It is expected that the standard 80Ah NiH2 battery cell described herein will have similar
electrical performance characteristics as the "Generic FIST" RNH-90-5 cell.
__N_
(1)
(2)
(3)
J. D. Dunlop, G. M. Rao and T. Y. Yi, NASA Handbook for Nickel-Hydrogen Batteries,
NASA Reference Publication 1314, September 1993.
D'. E. Nawrocki and J. D. Atmantrout, "The Hubble Space Telescope Nickel-Hydrogen
Battery Design," 25th IECEC, Reno, NV, August 1990.
J. D. Armantrout and D. P. Hafen, "Performance Characterization of an 80Ah Nickel-
Hydrogen Cell," 27th IECEC, Atlanta, GA, August 1993.
ATTACHMENTS
(1)
(2)
RNH-90-5 Characterization Tests Conducted By Eagle Picher Industries
Presentation Charts
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AT]'ACHMENT I.
RNH-90-5 CHARACTERIZATION TESTS
CONDUCTED BY EAGLE PICHER INDUSTRIES
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ATTACHMENT 2.
PRESENTATION CHARTS
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High-Rate/High-Temperature Capability of a Single-
Layer Zircar-Separator Nickel-Hydrogen Cell
James R. Wheeler
Eagle Picher Ind., Joplin MO
Abstract
A 50 ampere-hour nickel-hydrogen cell with a single-layer Zircar separator stack design
was fully charged and then discharged at a 2C current rate to an end voltage of I volt.
This extreme test resulted in high temperatures which were recorded at three locations
on the cell, i.e., the cell wall, the boss (barrel of the compression seal), and a terminal.
The results provide new information about the high-temperature and high-discharge-rate
capabilities of nickel-hydrogen cells. This information also adds to the growing data
base for single-layer zirconium-oxide-cloth (Zircar) separator cell designs.
Cell Description
The cell used in the tests described here is a 3½ inch-diameter RNH 50-49Z ManTech
design with a nominal capacity of 50 Ah. A typical cell is shown in figure 1.
]
Figure 1. RNH 50-49 Nickel Hydrogen Cell
By "ManTech" is meant an Eagle Picher design which uses pineapple-slice-shaped
electrodes and stack elements, a central polysulfone core, continuous nickel-foil leads
on electrodes, and a wall-wick to ensure a recirculating path to return and equilibrate
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electrolyte throughout the cell stack. Other features include a spring washer for uniform
stack compression, a small wall gap and separator/electrolyte contact with the cell wall
to facilitate heat transfer. One feature in this cell that makes it slightly different from
other ManTech production cells is the application of a thin, plated coating of gold to the
hemispheres on either end. The purpose of this is to lower the thermal emittance of the
normalLy-cooler cell ends and thereby reduce the thermal gradient within the cell.
The development cell chosen for this test differs from the production version in that its
stack contains one layer of zirconium-oxide cloth per positive electrode instead of one
layer of asbestos. The cell was constructed with a production lot and all other materials
were identical to those in the production cells. This design is notable for having the
highest ratio of conductor resistance to area of electrode of any other 3.5-inch diameter
size cell currently in production at Eagle Picher. The reason for this is weight-savings.
The design, with either separator, successfully met all acceptance-test requirements.
Test Design
The test described here was performed primarily to confirm the 2C current-carrying
rating of a 'A-inch nickel terminal in a 50 Ah nickel-hydrogen cell. Secondary objectives
were to confirm the survivability of the terminal seals and the cell itself at high rates and
temperatures, and to test the robustness of single-layer Zircar separator under the same
conditions.
The test was conducted in the open air of an-air-conditioned test laboratory, and no
special effort was made to cool it during this period of testing. The cell was
instrumented with thermocouples on the cell wall (opposite the cell stack), on the boss
(barrel of the compression seal), and on the tip of the negative terminal. It was given a
standard charge (5.25 amps for 16 hours) and then discharged to 0.7 volts at 100 amps.
Capacity was measured to 1.0 volts, and also to 0.7 volts in anticipation of the voltage
depression caused by high current and the resultant high IR drop in stack and leads.
The cell was then shorted down to below 0.1 volts with a 0.2 ohm resistor, and the test
was repeated. The discharge'rate the second time was increased to 125 amps to
provide an over-test and to increase performance confidence. To detect any leakage
which might result from the softening of the Nylon terminal seals by the high test
temperatures, a phenolphthalein leak test was performed on the terminal seals at the
end of all charges and discharges.
Following the high-rate cycles the cell was given a phenolphthalein leak check, placed in
a cooling cart and given a standard cycle using the same charge regime as before, but a
normal 30 amp discharge. This was intended to indicate whether any performance
decline had resulted from the testing.
Test Results
The cell delivered appropriately good capacity on all cycles. No leaks occurred despite
temperatures as high as 189°F. See tables 1 and 2 for summaries of capacity and
temperature. A graph of the thermocouple temperatures on the second high-rate cycle
are shown in figures 2 and 3. The plots for the first cycle were similar, but not quite so
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high. The evident late rise in the terminal temperature in figure 3 was due to a
connection problem with the thermocouple.
Table 1
Cell Capacity (Ah)
0.7 volts 1.0 volts
Test 1 (100 amps) 60.0 53.3
Test 2 (125 amps) 55.6 41.6
Standard 10°C (30 amps) ...... 64.4
Table 2
Thermocouple Temperature (°F)
100 amp 125 amp
discharge discharge
Negative Terminal 110 143
Boss (seal) 156 176
Cell Wall 189 188
Conclusions
The warm starting temperature and the selection of a cell with thin leads made it a
severe test. Despite the fact that the test cell has electrode leads lighter than any other
Eagle Picher production cell, it performed well at the 2C and 2.5C rates without any
decline in performance at a normal temperature. The final standard capacity of 64.4 Ah
compares favorably, within normal test variance, with the cell's original 10°C ATP
capacity of 65.2 Ah. Finally, its Nylon seals did not leak despite exposure to at least
176°F.
The results support the conclusion that this type of cell, including its single Zircar
separator design, and the Ziegler Nylon compression seal are robust under harsh
conditions. The seal withstood a temperature of 176°F and the cell a temperature of
189°F. The actual temperatures internal to the seal and cell stack were certainly higher
than this, although they could not be measured directly.
It is generally recognized that temperature has some effect on the cycle life of batteries
in general, 1 and it should be reassuring that this type of cell can endure this kind of
exposure with no apparent degradation of performance. The presence of the wall wick
in the design affords a mechanism to re-distribute any water displaced by the
temperature extremes. While a judgment about the long-term effects of high
temperatures is not within the scope of this paper, there is no reason to expect the
ultimate cycle life to be degraded by a short-term exposure as in the test described
here, particularly since this cell design has a wall wick to redistribute any electrolyte
which might be displaced by temperature gradients during testing.
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Air Force Ni-H 2 Cell Test Program -_
State of Charge Test
Presented at: 1994 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop
Huntsville, AL
Prepared by: Bruce Moore, NSWC Crane Div.
Capt. Douglas Smellie, USAF
,._ j
Nickel Hydrogen cells are being cycled under a LEO test regime to examine the benefits of
operating the cells at lower States of Charge (SOC) than typically used. A group of four cells are
being cycled using a voltage limiting charge regime that limits the State of Charge that the cells
are allowed to reach. The test cells are being compared to identical cells being cycled at or near
100% State of Charge using a constant current charge regime.
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Purpose
Examine the benefits of operating Nickel Hydrogen cells at
lower States of Charge (SOC) than identical cells being cycled
at similar LEO conditions approaching 100% SOC.
Goals
Determine the effects of lower SOC on cell performance.
Exceed the number of cycles that the sister cells reach before
failure.
Four 50 AmpHr 3.5" diameter cells manufactured by Eagle Picher in Joplin Mo. are being used
for the test, part numbers RNH50-43 and RNH50-53. RNH50-43 uses a back-to-back stack
design with a 26% KOH electrolyte concentration. RNH50-53 uses an alternating stack with an
electrolyte concentration of 31% KOH.
Each of the two designs were originally split up into two packs often cells each, 3314E and
3214E. They are running an identical constant current test regimes with a C/D ratio of 1.03 to
1.04 at 40% Depth of Discharge and 10 degrees C. Approximately one year or 5000 cycles later
the four cell SOC test pack, 3001C, was started. Two cells from each design were combined into
one pack. The charge and discharge for the SOC test pack are identical to the original packs with
a voltage limit placed on the charge cycle that will cause the current to taper towards the end of
the charge.
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Manufacturer ! Eagle Picher, Joplin
Ca 50 AmpHr
Size 3 1/2 "
!
Separator I Asbestos i
l
Part # RNH 50-43 RNH 50-53
Stack Configuration
KOH Concentration !
Back to Back
26%
Alternating
31%
J
Air Force Ni-H z Cell Test Program
State of Charge Test
3001C
Pack ID 3214E 3314E
SOC Test
# of Cells 4 10 10
RNH50-43
Part # RNH50-43 RNH50-53
RNH50-53
DOD 40%
Temperature 10 Degrees C
40 A for .5 HrDischarge
Charge
26.11 A with
taper for 1 Hr
(Voltage Limited)
26.11 A for .766 Hr
2.58 A for .233 Hr
Recharge = 103%
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State of Charge Definition
100% SOC -The point during a C/2 Charge that the cell
pressure no longer increases at a linear rate.
0% SOC - The point during a C rate Discharge that the cell
voltage reaches 1.0 volt.
SOC will be checked prior to life cycle and will be checked
every 5000-10000 cycles.
For the purposes of this test, 100% state of charge is defined as the point during a C/2 charge that
the cell pressure no longer increases at a linear rate. 0% state of charge is the point during a C
rate discharge that the cell voltage reaches 1.0 volts. Prior to starting life cycle, the four cells
destined for the SOC test were cycled to find the zero and one hundred percent SOC points.
According to the results the pressures related to those points are 80 and 590 psi respectively.
Although this data is probably accurate for the cell in its current state it is not useful information
for the purposes of life cycle testing.
An examination of the Trend Plot for 3314E shows that at the beginning of life, the End of
Charge (EOC) pressures were at the same 590 psi for the SOC test cells. Alter only 1000 cycles
the EOC pressures were reduced to approximately 425 psi. It appears that changes occur very
quickly during the first 1000 cycles of a life cycle regime. Since the SOC test cells seem to follow
the characteristics of their sister cells, the 425 psi EOC pressure value was assumed for 100%
SOC.
The target SOC for the test cells is 60 to 70%. This value was chosen to keep the cells at
significantly below 100% SOC and to provide for a reserve capacity at the end of discharge, in
this case 20 to 30% of rated capacity. Assuming the previously stated values of 425 psi for 100%
SOC and 80 psi for 0% SOC, the pressure should be maintained at 304 psi for 65% SOC.
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NSWC Crane Pack ID 3214E 10 cells
Voltage/Pressure/Recharge EOC/EOD Trend Plot 08105/93 - 10/25/94
EPI 50 AmpHr 3.5" 40% DOD 10 Deg C 26% KOH Back2Back Stack
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NSWC Crane Pack ID 3314E 10 cells
Voltage/Pressure/Recharge EOC/EOD Trend Rot 07/23/93 - 10/21/94
EPI 50 AmpHr 3.5" 40% DOD 10 Deg C 31% KOH Alternating Stack
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NSWC Crane Pack ID 3001C 4 cells
Voltage Pressure Recharge EOC/EOD Trend Plot 07/21/94 - 10/26/94
Eagle Picher 50 AmpHr 3.5" 40% DOD 10 Deg C SOC Test
Voltage
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Pre Life Cycle Cell Capacities
C Rate to 1.0 Volt
Temp
RNH50-43 !
r
.ol4E 3001C
RNH50-53
3214E 3001C
-5 _-C 62.94 60.84 ! 65.69 65.23
0 cC 68.64 67.33 i 74.14 75.60
10 °C 58.10 55.68 i 64.98 62.41
20 cC 51.58 52.30 i 59.15 58.78
30 eC 49.37 49.83 i 53.56 55.11
i r
Capacities for pack 3001C were measured after 1 year standing open circuit,
discharged at 5 degrees C.
The SOC test cells will be cycled with a C/2 charge and C rate discharge again at 5000 cycles to
determine the pressure values for 0 and 100% SOC. The SOC/pressure relationship will also be
checked again every 5000 to 10000 cycles.
Prior to life cycle testing the four SOC test cells were stored discharge, open circuit at 5 degrees
centigrade for one year. Comparison of the sister cells that started life cycle testing one year
before the SOC test cells show very little difference in the capacities. The reported capacity
values for the SOC test cells in pack 3001C are alter the one year stand. The capacity was not
checked when they were received.
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Air Force Ni-H z Cell Test Program
State of Charge Test
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Concerns
Sample is small. Only four ceils are being used for the
comparison of the SOC charge regime.
Possibility of voltage divergence because of the different cell
designs.
Fossible effect of capacity checks on life of ceil.
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 esa
HISTORY OF USE BY ESA
Silver cadmium batteries have been used on a considerable
number of ESA scientific spacecraft where high levels of
magnetic cleanliness were mandatory:
SPACECRAFT LAUNCH DATE Number of batteries
HEOS -1 Dec. 1968 1 (5 Ah)
HEOS - 2 Jan 1972 1 (5 Ah)
GEOS 1 April 1977 1 (16 Ah)
ISEE-B Oct 1977 1 (10 Ah)
GEOS 2 July 1978 1 (16 Ah)
GIOTTO July 1985 4 (16 Ah)
CLUSTER (x4 S/C) Dec. 1995 4 x 5 (16 Ah)
I
............ J
Yardney silver cadmium cells have been used on all the above spacecraft. Geos, Giotto and
Cluster use the YS16(S)-4 16 Ah cell. The battery design for Cluster is identical to Giotto.
The 4 Cluster spacecraft will be in elliptical 66 hour polar orbits. During the 2.5 year missi,on the
batteries will see a total of about 35 charge-discharge cycles with a maximum depth of discharge
of 65%. 32 of these will take place during 4 short eclipse seasons which occur roughly every
6 months.
CLUSTER BATTERIES
esa
| • 7 EM + 3 QM + 20 FM + 2 FS = 32 BATTERIES
• Each Battery contains 14 16 AH Yardney Ag-Cd cells
(identical battery design to Giotto)
• Min 22 cells required in order to make matched battery of 14
cells. Additional 44 ceils procured for special tests
• 748 dry cells fabricated Dec. 1991
• EM cells activated Jan. 1992. Capacity nominal
• QM cells activated June 1992. Capacity nominal
illl J
Cell activation entails filling with electrolyte, 3.5 formation cycles, cell sealing, last formation
discharge, 5 stabilization cycles, and 2 acceptance cycles. This is carried out in groups of 22
cells. Matching cycles are then performed and the 16 best matched cells shipped for battery
manufacture (14 cells + 2 spares).
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BATTERY MANAGEMENTCOMPARISON
Based on expected spacecraft conditions, the
following standard capacity cycles were defined:
G/OTTO:
- Charge: 0.53 A to 1.51 V (average) followed by taper charge
ending when current reaches O.18 A
- Discharge 8,4 constant current to 0.9 V (average)
CL US TER:
- Charge: 0.53 A to 1.51 V (average), no taper charge
- Discharge 4A constant current to 0.9 V (average)
In contrast to the Giotto program, taper charging is not implemented for Cluster. Both programs
employ a trickle charge when the battery voltage falls below 19.43 (1.39 V/cell).
_ BKFrlBRY F_TIOM _ 1
 ex3
• EM 1-5 Battery construction June-Nov. 1992
• Battery electrical tests in Oct. 1992 •
- Expected capacity: 16 - 17 Ah
- Acceptance minimum capacity: 15.2 Ah
- Measured capacity: 11.5- 12.2Ah !
EM 6-7 & QM battery construction Oct.-Nov. 1993
Battery electrical tests in Nov. 1993:
- Measured capacity: 13.4- 14.8 Ah !
Cells were not cycled by the battery manufacturer until after battery construction, which involves
potting the cells into the aluminum structure. The low capacity was found both before and after
battery vibration and thermal vacuum tests.
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INVESTIGATION PLAN
ESTEC Energy Storage Section was asked for
practical assistance May 1993. 3 parallel activities
initiated:
- Comparative cycling of spare EM and Giotto cells which had
been in cold storage in the ESTEC European Space Battery Test
Centre for 8 years followed by tear-down analyses
- Review of cell activation data, procedures and QA
documentation
- Extraction of relevant cell and battery data from earlier
programs in order to establish a norm against which to compare
the Cluster data
Cells were immersed in a water bath at 20 deg.C for all electrical tests. The reference electrodes
were pieces of cadmium wire, mechanically cleaned and washed in hydrochloric acid, water and
potassium hydroxide immediately before insertion into the cell. Inside an oxygen - filled glove
box, cell tops were pierced with a 1 mm drill and a 0.4 ml electrolyte sample taken with a syringe.
The reference electrode, sheathed in PTFE tubing except for the last 1 cm, was inserted and
the cell re-sealed with epoxy cement.
 esa
INITIAL CYCLE RESULT SUMMARY
CELL Storage Capacity Chg,.limi#ng Disch,.limitingK2C03
time (Ah) electrode electrode (wt%)
OLDCELL022 10.5y 11,8 Ag Cd 13.7
GIOTTO451 8y 12.4 ,Ag Cd 7,6
CLUSTEREM012 20m 13.8 iAg Cd I0.0
CLUSTERQM466 14m 15.8 Ag Ag 9.8
FRESHCELL006 I m 18.5 Ag Ag 9.8
It is noteworthy that the lower capacity cells are all cadmium - limited on discharge. As cells age,
carbonate ions build up in the electrolyte as a by-product of oxidation of the cellophane
separators. The level of carbonate present was considered an important parameter both as an
indicator of the extent of the attack and because high levels are known to impede operation of
the cadmium electrodes. The concentrations measured in the test cells were unexpectedly
high, but the activation of cell 006 at ESTEC revealed that the levels already reach about 6 wt.%
at the time cells are first sealed. This is formed presumably during the deliberate overcharge that
takes place during the first formation charge.
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Cycles with reference electrodes were extended to 1.56V on charge and 0.2V on discharge
(except for cell 006 which only went to 0.9 V on discharge). In all cases charge was limited by
the silver electrode since the cadmium reference - cadmium electrode potential rematned within
+/- 20 mV right up to the end of charge. On discharge (above), both electrodes can bE seen
eventually to polarize with respect to the cadmium reference. On the basis of which electrode
polarized first, one could conclude that the discharge capacities of the two electrodes were
within 0.5 Ah of each other in all cases including" the 'fresh' celt 006 (the curves for which can be
superimposed upon those of QM 466). This is not enough to explain the differences in
capacity. However, fresh cells should have a much larger excess cadmium capacity than the
result for cell 006 suggestes, so it is probably not valide to estimate quantitative electrode
capacity differences from this type of data.
@
esa
• STORAGE DISCHARGED AT-12 DEG.C IS
EFFECTIVE
• EM CELL AND CELLS STORED FOR LONG TIME
A RE CA DMIUM-LIM/TED ON DISCHA RGE
• QM AND 'FRESH" CELLS ARE SIL VER-LIMITED ON
DISCHARGE
• DIFFERENCE IN CAPACITY BETWEEN GIOTTO
AND CLUSTER STANDARD CYCLE IS <0.5 Ah
The question was raised as to the best storage temperature and state of charge for silver
cadmium cells. The remarkably high capacities still available from the cells stored for many years
at ESTEC confirm that -12 deg. C is a suitable temperature. Although most probably
discharged when put into storage, we cannot confirm this with certainty.
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CELL TEARDOWN ANALYSIS
• No significant differences between cells
found:
-State of cellophane separators similar
for all cells
-Surface appearance of electrodes
(electron scanning microscopy) very
similar
Cells were dismantled in the oxygen-filled glove box to avoid further carbonation. A sample of
the electrolyte was recovered for analysis and the components were washed in distilled'water
and allowed to dry. The extent of silver penetration of the cellophane separator was estimated
from its appearance and later by atomic absorption analysis. Electrode surfaces were examined
under a scanning electron microscope. The results did not show any abnormalities in any of the
cells studied. Cell 006, which had not been stored long and had seen only moderate cycling
showed somewhat less silver penetration of the cellophane but the electrode surfaces were
indistinguishable from the stored cells.
REtIIEW OF BB & QU ClSLL FORMKlllONesa
• Dry cell build nominal
° During activation the following could have impacts
on subsequent performance:
- Over temperature during parts of EM 1-4 formation (slightly less
for EM 5-7)
- Interruptions during first formation charge of QM ceils.
- Cell wetting procedure identified as critical (procedures
changed from program to program
• None of the above could be conclusively linked to
the differences in subsequent behaviour of EM and
QM cells and batteries
The factors above could all play a role in subsequent performance. In particular, the first attempt
to activate dry Cluster cells at ESTEC confirmed how sensitive the obtained capacity is to the
thoroughness of the electrolyte filling step.
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CAPACITY COMPARISON WITH EARLIER PROGRAMS
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It can be seen that the capacities of Cluster EM batteries 1-5 fall significantly below the trend for
all other cells and batteries. Spare EM cells and Cluster QM cells and batteries, on the other
hand, are not anomalous. Cluster EM batteries 6.7 which also gave capacities below the
acceptance level (15.2 Ah), nevertheless show capacities which are nominal when the (nearly 2
years) interval since activation is taken into account. Since the cells in EM 6,7 were activated in
parallel with battery EM 5, this suggests that the difference may have more to do with the
storage conditions since activation than with the cell formation. Whilst batteries were generally
stored discharged at ambient temperature, detailed records of time batteries spent at different
temperatures and states of charge and are not available (and were not required).
,_ C_U(_-U_a_S _ m INVESilGA_
esa
• THERE IS NOTHING WRONG WITH THE DRY CELLS
• CLUSTER EM 1-5 BATTERY CAPACITIES ARE ABNORMALLY
LOW
• CLUSTER EM 6-7AND QM BATTERY CAPACITIES. (AS WELL
AS SPARE EM & QM CELL CAPACITIES), ALTHOUGH LOW.
ARE WHAT WOULD BE EXPECTED FROM PAST
EXPERIENCE WHEN TIME SINCE CELL ACTIVATION IS
TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT
• IT SHOULD BE POSSIBLE TO MAKE FLIGHT BATTERIES
WITH REQUIRED CAPACITY PROVIDED:
- Time between activation and battery acceptance < 6 months
- Storage of ceils and batteries cold when not in use
- Cell formation carried out precisely to specification
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CLUSTER EM BA'FFERY INTEGRATION TESTS _2esa
• At the start of integration tests in July 1993,
the EM battery capacities had declined
further to between 10.1 and 11.TAh
• By Feb. 1994, at the start of cycling on the
Cluster PFM, capacities down to 3.5 to 4.2
Ah !
• The capacity needed at end of mission is
estimated as 10 Ah
Since their construction, the EM batteries had been stored discharged at ambient temperature
for 4 months before they were needed for integration testing. Before the start of these tests, a
further standard capacity check was carried out and revealed a further drop in capacity of all 5
batteries. By February 1994, at the start of cycling test on the Cluster proto-flight model,
capacities had fallen dramatically. Comparing the shapes of the battery voltage curves during
cycling at various times reveals significant changes, particulai'ly during charge in the second
plateau region.
Battery EM 4 Cell Voltage During Charge
16
1.1
_Cell accepl', cycte 13, 92/03/27
-"_Battery cap cycle, 92/11/28
"-'---o"--'_Starl PFM cycling 94/02/04
'_PFM cycle 5 94/02111
1
0 2 4 6 8 1,3 12 14 16 18
Ah
This compares the average cell voltage charge curves of the cells used to make battery EM 4
with the curves measured at battery level before the start of integration testing. The curves are
dominated by the transition from the first plateau (Ag .... > Ag20) to the second (Ag20 .... >
AGO). Although these over-simplified reactions would suggest a ratio of the capacity of the
second to the first plateau as 1;1, in practice a cell a fresh cell gives a ratio of about 2.5:1 as was
the case for the EM 4 cells immediately after activation. It can be seen that this ratio has fallen to
about 0.5:1. While the capacity of the first plateau has also fallen, the majority of the capacity
reduction is associated with the second plateau, charge being terminated when the average cell
voltage reaches 1.51 V.
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Here the same second plateau charge data is shown on an expanded scale. The change in
shape of the charge voltage curves can now be seen clearly. From the reference electrode data
from single cell tests we believe that these changes are due only to the silver electrode. ( EM
batteries are not yet available for reference electrode tests). The last curve shows that it is
possible to regain some lost capacity by repeat cycles.
Second Plateau Charge During Life Cycle Test at 20 deg.C
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Second plateau average cell voltage charge curves are shown from a 100% DoD life cycle test
on two cells at ESTEC. (Fluctuations during cycle 2 were due to instabilities in the temperature
of the water bath). Although the cell voltage increases with number of cycles, the increase is
rather uniform and the fall in capacity of the second plateau is moderate. The capacity of the first
plateau falls by less than 1 Ah after 66 cycles. These results demonstrate the cell's capability to
meet the capacity requirements at the end of the mission. The observation that storage could
cause more capacity loss than continuous cycling had, however, not been anticipated and
therefore needed further investigation.
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Internal Resistance as Function of State of Charge (cell 006)
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The change in charge voltage curve with storage was considered most likely to be the result of
silver electrode kinetic limitations caused, for example by morphological changes or surface
contamination. Internal ohmic resistance measurements should provide useful information.
The 'fresh' cell (006) was subjected to current-interruption internal resistance measurements
during one complete charge - discharge cycle. Results are shown for charge (solid squares),
going from left to right and discharge (open squares), going from right to left. Results are based
upon voltage measurements 2 mS before and after the current was reduced to zero by an
electronic switch. Reference electrode measurements in the same cell confirmed that the large
resistance changes are associated with the silver electrode. This is a known feature of the
couple, but it explains how sensitive the second plateau voltage could be to small changes in
the silver electrode surface. (The fall in resistance towards the end of charge is probably
associated with the onset of oxygen evolution. Comparative resistance data are not yet
available for cells exhibiting second plateau capacity loss.
SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONSesa
• Cells meet life capacity requirements after
accelerated fife tests at 100% DoD
• The shape of the charge curve changes more with
storage at ambient temperature than with life-
cycling.
• The majority of capacity loss on storage is a result
of the increase in second plateau charge voltage
• Available reference electrode measurements on
single cells lead us to believe that this is due to the
silver electrode.
• The effect is partially reversible with extra cycling
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Cell Storage test at Yardney
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To settle remaining doubts over the best storage conclitions, Yardney stored 5 groups of 4 cells
for 6 months at 0%. 25%, 50% and 100£/ocharged at -12 deg.C.
Standard capacity cycles at 20 deg. C, after removal from storage were performect, and the
second plateau charge region is shown above. It can be seen that all cells stored at -12 deg.C
irrespective of state of charge, showed little change whereas the group stored at 25 deg. C
show a loss of 3 to 4 Ah from the second plateau. The charge curve was rather similar to that of a
cell subjected to 66 cycles (see vu-graph 17). (The variability in voltage near to the plateau
transition is due to the low number of measurements (one per hour)).
• Confirms storage at -12 deg. C. is desirable
• State of charge has less effect on charge curve
(but storage highly charged is expected to
accelerate separator degradation rate)
• The capacity of the lower charge plateau is not
affected at all
• Flight cells and batteries will be stored discharged
at -12 deg.C whenever not in use
j
As a result of these findings, strict rules for storage of flight cells and batteries are in preparation.
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RECOVERY OF CAPACITY POSSIBLE?esa
• Special charge techniques aimed at
improving charge voltage curve
in vestigated at ESTEC:
- High current (1 A) followed by taper charge at 1.51 V
,, gave no improvement
- "Reflux" pulse charge
,, gave modest improvement (~ lAb)
• Details will be reported elsewhere
J
A natural question is whether the capacity loss is recoverable or permanent. So far, only
recovery has been possible, so it is essential to avoid such losses in the first place.
slight
esa
• Confirms that cells and batteries should be stored
cold and discharged
• Full recovery of capacity loss due to poor storage
conditions does not appear possible
• Main concern is effect of long non-eclipse periods
during mission (5 months at - 20 deg.C)
• BUT: GEOS had similar non-eclipse periods and
gave no battery problems during mission
Whereas long periods of non-use at ambient temperature and a charged state can easily be
avoided on the ground, they are unavoidable during the mission, where the temperature during
eclipse-free periods is expected to be in the region of 20 deg.C.
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Cesa
CHANGES TO ON-BOARD MANAGEMENT
• Decision to cycle batteries more during
non-eclipse periods (minimum 2/5 batteries
have to be available charged at any time):
- original plan: 2 months charged, 3 months discharged
- new plan: 1 month charged, 1 - 2 months
discharged. .............
• Mission simulation battery test in progress
at Yardney modified to conform to new plan
The change in plan reduces the maximum time any battery will be left charged and un-cycled
from 2 months to 1 month.
AFTER EM INTEGRATION TESTS Prol:_em
3
esa
Integration tests involved intermittent
cycling with irregular interruptions
After PFM cycling tests, battery capacity
less than 1 Ah !
- Obvious severe mismatch between the states of charge of
the different cells.
- Some cells must have been overcharged and others
reversed during cycling
j
During integration tests, battery cycling was started and stopped according to the needs of the
equipment under test. Consequently batteries sometimes remained for prolonged periods at
intermediate states of charge. As a result individual cell's state of charge began to diverge. This
in turn led the most charged cells tending to be overcharged and the least charged cells
reversed in subsequent cycles, because maximum and minimum voltages are defined only at
battery level.
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Discharge of Battery EM 4 with Individual Cell resistors
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Battery EM 4 was discharged connecting 2.8 ohm resistors across each cell. The voltage curves
show an enormous dispersion of 8 Ah between the extreme cells.
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Following the above 'reconditioning' discharge, the next charge was normal again in the sense
that the dispersion in plateau transition times between cells in the battery was 0.50 Ah, very
close to that observed immediately after battery manufacture (0.53 Ah) and even to that during
acceptance cycling of the cells that were made into the battery. This is quite remarkable
considering the abuse some cells had suffered.
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CELL MATCHINGWITHIN BATTERY
• Extra capacity loss due to cell mis-match
recovered by individual cell discharge
• Problem due to overcharge and reversal of some
cells.
• Before PFM cycle testing, spread of individual cell
plateau transition times had remained between
0.45 and 0.65 Ah, remarkably constant
Cells in a battery maintain their relative state of charge during normal cycling and storage.
Prolonged periods at intermediate states of charge will eventually lead to mis-match, but the
overcharge and reversal some cells evidently sufferea during the PFM cycle test were Pr9bably
the main cause. Reconditioning has restored cell's relative states of charge but not the
capacity lost during storage and due to cell overcharge and reversal.
SAFE CHARGEVOLTAGE _'_
• Cell capacity can be increased by using higher
charge voltage cut-off limit
• BUT dangerously high cell voltages could be
reached in case of cell mis-match
• AND individual cell voltages not accessible by
telemetry
Tests on battery EM 3, in which the end of charge voltage limit had been slightly raised, showed
that the capacity could be increased by several ampere-hours because it was then possible to
get past the 'hump' in the second plateau charge curve. It is nevertheless essential to avoid any
cell in a battery being charged into the region where oxygen is evolved from the silver electrode,
because the recombination reaction in such a 'flooded' cell is too slow to prevent the build up of
dangerously high pressure in the cell..
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DECISIONS
• To add cell level reconditioning hardware
on board
- Battery discharge every month to include individual cell
deep discharge to ensure cell match
• To determine maximum safe cell voltage
- Tests begun at ESTEC to determine voltage at which
oxygen evolution begins to occur
Because of the experience with cell mis-match and the unavailability of individual cell voltage
data during the mission, it was decided to implement individual cell reconditioning on board the
Cluster spacecraft. In addition it was decided to determine at what charge voltage (at normal
charge current) oxygen evolution begins to occur.
CELL PRESSURE TEST RESULTS
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Cells were opened in an oxygen filled glove box and a pressure transducer fitted through a hole
drilled in the fill tube and sealed with epoxy cement. Since the cells were clamped across their
large faces and the free space in the cell plus pressure transducer remained practically constant,
the rate of generation of oxygen is roughly proportional to the rate of pressure increase. There
is a clear difference in the behavior of the old Giotto cell, which begins oxygen evolution at 1.51
V at normal charge rates, and the Cluster cell. Since it appears that this voltage decreases with
aging, it will be necessary to carry out further measurements on Cluster cells in an "end of life"
condition.
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Cesa
CONCLUSIONS
• This investigation has to a considerable
extent been a re-learning process
• Recommendations have been made for
activation, storage and handling of flight
cells and batteries
• We are confident that when the above are
observed problems will not recur.
Because of the infrequent use of silver cadmium batteries, continuity in knowledge of how to
handle them has been hard to maintain and this exercise has been somewhat of a re-learning
process. Whilst we believe we know how to avoid these problems during preparation of the
flight batteries, it is intended to continue these investigations with the aim of better
understanding the underlying processes respo,nsible for them.
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Summary of Commercial Ni-MH Cell Abuse Test Results
Introduction
The purpose of this test was to determine the abuse tolerance characteristics of various
commerci_ly available nickel-metal hydride (Ni-MH) cells. Cells from Fumkawa, Gold
Peak, Gates, Harding, Maxeil. Ovonic, Sanyo, Toshiba, and Yuasa were tested. The tests
were conducted as sub portion of test number 2P807 at B352 of the Thermochemical Test
Area _ included overcharge, overdischarge, short circuit, and heat-to-vent cell tests. The
tests were started on 4114194 and finished on 8/26/94. Table 1 describes the type of cells
ewfluated and which tests each type was submitted to.
Table 1
Manufitctu S ha.l)_¢ Capacity, Overcharge Reversal Short Heat-to-
rer Ah Circuit Vent
Furukawa prismatic 0.55 x x , x x
Furukawa AA 1.1 x
Gold Peak 7/5A 2.5 x x
Gates 415A 1.5 x
Harding ,a_ I. 1 x x x x
Harding A I. 8 x x x x
Harding C 3.25 x x x x
Maxell 413A 2.3 x
Ovonic C 3.25 x x x x
Sanvo 4/3A 2.3 x x x x
Tosfaiba 4/5A 1.5 x x x x
Yuasa 4/3A 2.3 x
Yuasa prismatic 3.0 x
Overcharge Test
A total of four overcharge tests were performed covering two rates, C/3 and 2C, and two
temperatures, room and 0 °C. Each test lasted until a 200% charge input into each cell was
achieved. At the C/3 rate, only the low temperature run caused the Toshiba 4/5 A and
Harding C cells to lose weight indicating a small venting of electrolyte. At the higher 2C
rate only the C cells leaked at both temperature. During the high rate, room temperature
test, the Sanyo 4/3A and Ovonic C reached temperatures over 88 °C all others were lower.
None of the cells leaked profusely or ruptured.
Reversal Test
A total of four cell reversal test were performed covering two rates, C/3 and 2C, and two
temperatures, room and 0 °C. Each test lasted until a >100% reverse charge was drawn
from the cell from the point of voltage reversal. Nearly all the cells lost a bit of weight
during the tests indicating a venting of some electrolyte. During the high rate, room
temperature tests the Sanyo 4/3A reached 95 ° C. However, none of the cells ruptured.
Short Circuit Test
A total of four cell short circuit test were performed covering two loads, 0.12X'2 and
>0.05ff2, and two temperatures, room and 0 °C. None of the cells leaked or ruptured during
any of the short circuit tests. At the high rate and room temperature, the Harding A cell
reached the highest temperature of the all the cells, 91 *C, and its peak current was 12.4 A.
Under the same conditions, the Sanyo 4/3A cell had a peak current of 28.4 A while
attaining 79 °C.
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Heat-to-Vent Test
All the cells listed in Table 1 were charged at C/2 rate for 2 hr and 10 rain. and then
submitted to this test within 48 hours. This test was performed by placing the cell in a
pressurized vessel equipped with feed-throughs for cell voltage and temperature
measurements. A roughing pump was used to pull a light vacuum on the cell so as best
detect changes in pressure from a transducer connected to the vessel. The vessel was placed
in an automated thermal chamber. This massive vessel took about 4-5 hours to heat to 177
°C (350 °F) from room temperature. It was maintained there for an hour before letting the
vessel ffaturally cool off. Prior to opening the vessel, it was purged with nitrogen forover
5 rain.
All the cells vented, presumably hydrogen, and varying amounts of electrolyte. These vents
were sometimes very gradual over the entire heating process, while some cells vented in
very discreet events easily associated with a particular temperature. Table 2 lists the weight
loss incurred during the test and anv discreet vent temperatures for all the cells tested.
Exempting the Ovonic C-cell which is an obsolete cell design, the prismatic cells lost the
most weight percent during the ventings. Outer insulation of all the cells was burnt and
cracked, but none of the cells ruptured. The Sanyo and Toshiba cells showed evidence of
forceful vents. The Sanyo cell's terminal insulator cap on its positive was separated from
the lid of the case during the vent. The Toshiba cell's vent products left white deposits
covering the positive end of the cell. Including these last two cells, the venting were very'
benign and uneventful.
Table 2
Cell Size Weight, g Weight loss Vent
temperatures, °F
Furukawa prismatic 17.4 4.0% 340
Furukawa AA 27.5 0.7% 304, gradual
Gold Peak 7/5A 47.5 1.1% gradual vent
Gates 4/5A 33.4 0.6% 300
Harding AA 23.9 0.4% gradual vent
Harding A 34.8 0.6% gradual vent
Harding C 83.0 0.1% gradual vent
Maxell 4/3A 49.3 1.2% 269, 272, 281,
328, 330, 331,
332, 334, 336,
and 340
Ovonic C 82.7 4.0% 270 and 285
Sanyo 4/3A 52.9 2.5% 272 and 350
Toshiba 4/5A 32.5 3.1% 293,301, 311
Yuasa 4/3A 49.9 1.8% 266, 276, 284
Yuasa prismatic 75.8 3.8% gradual vent
Conclusions
The commercial Ni-MH cells tested behave very benignly when abused electrically and
thermally. Their main hazards are the vent of a small amount of hydrogen (>0. lg for the
largest cell which is equivalent to 2.5 liters at ambient pressure and temperature) and the
leakage of KOH electrolyte. These hazards were not present during the short circuit tests.
Overall, these cells are very safe to use in well ventilated applications.
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Nickel Metal Hydride LEO Cycle Testing
Eric Lowery
NASA
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
1994 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop
Huntsville Marriott
Huntsville, AL
November ] 6, 1994
The George C. Marshall Space Flight Center is working to characterize aerospace AB5 Nickel
Metal Hydride (NiMH) cells. The cells are being evaluated in terms of storage, low earth orbit
(LEO) cycling and response to parametric testing (high rate charge and discharge, charge
retention, pulse current ability, etc.). Cells manufactured by Eagle Picher are the subjects of the
evaluation.
There is speculation that NiMH cells may become direct replacements for current Nickel
Cadmium cells in the near future. Flight application of the subject NiMH cells is planned on a
small university student satellite in 1997.
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Electrode Reactions
NiCd Charge
@Positive Electrode (Nickel):
2Ni( OH) 2 + 2011- --_
@Negative Electrode (Cadmium):
2NiOOH + 2H20 +2e-
Cd(OH) 2 -k- 2e- _ Cd + 20H-
Overall:
2Ni(OH)2 + Cd(OH)2 _ 2NiOOH + Cd
NiMH Charge
@Positive Electrode (Nickel)"
Ni(OH)2 + OH- --_ NiOOH + H20 + e-
@Negative Electrode (Metal Hydride):
Hydride + H20 + e- --_ Hydride(H) + OH-
Overall:
Ni(OH)2 + Hydride --_ NiOOH + Hydride(H)
The energy density of the metal hydride cell is approximately 1.2 - 1.5 times the energy density of
the NiCd cell. The actual ratio is dependent upon the packaging required. The Environmental
Protection Agency has no objections to the disposal of spent NiMH cells. The mature N'flVIH cell
is expected to be anorder of magnitude less expensive than a comparable NiCd cell.
The operation of the NiMH cell is similar to the operation of the Nickel Cadmium (NiCd) cell.
The reaction at the positive nickel electrode in the NiCd is the same as at the positive nickel
electrode in the NiMH Cadmium is oxidized and reduced at the negative electrode in the NiCd
cell. In the NiMH cell, hydrogen is adsorbed and desorbed by the active hydride metal of the
negative electrode.
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Nickel Metal Hydride - Alloy
AB 2
Primarily Nickel Titanium (NiYi) or Iron Titanium (FeYi) with
various mischmetal percentages of Zirconium (Zr), Nickel (Ni),
Vanadium (V), Chromium (Cr) and transition metals generally
referred to as X and Y components.
AB 5
Primarily Lanthanum Nickel5 (LaNi5) or Cerium Nickel 5
(CeNis), with various mischmetal percentages of Cobalt (Co),
Silicon (Si) etc.
The two primary hydride classes that are used to manufacture NiMH cells are AB 2 and AB 5 .
Most of the early work with NiMH was with the AB 2 alloy. This alloy is found most prominently
in the cylindrical cells manufactured for the consumer market. The AB 5 alloy was developed later.
The AB 5 alloy seems to have properties better suited to aerospace applications. The cycle life and
mechanical integrity of the AB 5 alloy seems to be greater.
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Aerospace NiMH vs. Commercial NiCd
Rated Capacity @
avg volt = 1.25
Length
Width/Dia.
Height
Metal Hydride
Eagle-Picher AB5,
Prismatic
10 Ampere Hrs.
2.591 cm
5.192 cm
7.999 cm
Mass 349.56 g
Energy Density 116.2 Wh/i
Specific Energy
i i||1
35.7 Wh/kg
i||1
Nickel Cadmium Nickel Cadmium
Gates, Cylindrical Salt, Cylindrical
7 Ampere Hrs. 7 Ampere Hrs.
8.778 cm 8.852 cm
3.226 cm 3.231 cm
225.67 g 202.48 g
121.9 Wh/I 120.6 Wh/I
3S.S Wh/kg 43.21 Wh/kg
IIII
An effort is being made to utilize commercial technology wherever possible to reduce the cost of
programs and bring them to fruition faster. This chart is a comparison of two commercial NiCd
cells with an aerospace NiMH. The relatively low energy density of the NiMH is due to heavier
packaging; however, if use of commercial technology is possible, a large cost and weight saving
may be realized.
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EPI RMH- 10
10 Ampere Hour Nickel Metal Hydride Cell Produced by
Eagle-Picher Ind, Joplin, MO.
10 Positive (Nickel) plates and 11 Negative (Hydride) plates.
Polypropylene Separators.
31% Potassium Hydroxide Electrolyte.
Orbit Profile
Highly Elliptical, 99 minute length.
69 Minutes Sun, 30 Minutes Eclipse.
Constant Power Load = 17.0 watts.
4% DOD (NiMH), 5.6% DOD (NiCd)
5300 LEO Orbits Annually.
The planned application of the NiMH batteries is on a small amateur radio satellite built by the
Students for the Exploration and Development of Space (SEDS). The name of the satellite built
by the group is the Students for the Exploration and Development of Space Satellite (SEDSAT).
This small satellite is designated to be launched from the Space Shuttle in early 1997 as the
effective endmass for a flight of NASA's Small Expendable Deployer System (also SEDS). The
student SEDS group is composed of university students from around the world working
cooperatively to further their understanding and interest in space. This small satellite is a practical
application of all new technologies possible.
The power system baselines NiMH battery cells because of their energy density. The spacecraf_
power bus can operate between 16 and 40 volts because of voltage converters; however, the solar
array capability can only charge 16 battery cells.
A 16 cell NiMH battery is being LEO cycled in a simulated power system in support of the
anticipated launch. Two commercial NiCd batteries are also being cycled in the same manner for
comparison and as possible alternative flight batteries.
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*THE PHOTOGP_APH ON THIS PAGE ILLUSTRATES THE TEST BATTERIES.*
The battery on the left is composed of commercial 7 amphere hour
cylindrical NiCd cells manufactured by Gates Energy. The middle
battery is composed of commercial 7 ampere hour cylindrical NiCd
ceils manufactured by Salt. The battery on the right is composed
of aerospace i0 ampere hour NiMH cells manufactured by Eagle-Picher.
instrumentation for the batteries includes battery voltage, cell
voltage, battery current and temperature. The batteries have been
cycled 5800 real time orbits.
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f100
CDDF/SEDSAT NiMH LEO Cycling
Efficiency vs. Orbit
95
•_ 8 90
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80 i
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
Thousands
Orbit #
10 Ampere Hour Eagle-Picher (AB5)
Nov-94
The NiMH battery is very efficient. The average watt hour efficiency over the 5800 orbits has
been 94%. The depth of discharge is very low (4%) and the load during discharge has not caused
the voltage to decrease very much from the charge value. The battery efficiency on an ampere
hour basis is 91%. The recharge ratio was adjusted to minimize overcharge and to maximize the
efficiency.
The decrease in efficiency at 3000 cycles was caused by a loss of two of the cells. The first cell
began to show degraded performance at 2950 cycles. The cell began to develop an impedance
during charge and exhibited a severe loss of capacity during discharge. The poor performance of
the cell is attributed to degradation of the separator. The cell was removed from the battery after
2990 cycles. A second cell began to exhibit the same type of behavior at 3030 cycles. This cell
also began to develop an impedance during charge and exhibited a severe loss of capacity during
discharge. The second cell was removed from the pack at 3070 cycles.
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CDDF/SEDSAT NiCd LEO Cycling
100
Effidency vs. Orbit
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8 90
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6
The commercial NiCd cells did not perform as well as expected. The light load and the minimal
overcharge were hoped to produce a higher watt hour efficiency. The efficiency of the 7 ampere
hour commercial NiCd cells manufactured by Gates averaged 91% over the first 5800 real time
LEO cycles. The depth of discharge for the 7 ampere hour cells is 5.6%. The recharge ratio
during the 5800 cycles was set at 1.04. The recharge ratio was adjusted based on the
performance of the NiMH cells. The charge acceptance efficiency may have been a factor in the
performance of the NiCd cells. All three of the batteries were charged to a recharge ratio of 1.04
at a moderate rate with less than five minutes of trickle charge. The NiMH cells charge
acceptance efficiency is very high at moderate charge rates. The charge acceptance efficiency of
the NiMH cell is also very high at high rates of charge. The charge acceptance efficiency of the
NiCd cell is high at high charge rates but decreases substantially at lower rates of charge.
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CDDF/SEDSAT NiCd LEO Cycling
Efficiency vs. Orbit
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The watt hour efficiency of the commercial NiCd cells produced by Satt was not as high as the
efficiency of the commercial cells produced by Gates. The average watt hour efficiency of the
Sail cells over the 5800 orbits was 89%.
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CDDF/SEDSAT NiMH LEO Cycling
Average Temperature
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The temperature of the test batteries fluctuated greatly during the first 1000 cycles; however, the
efficiency of the batteries was not affected. The efficiency of all three batteries was constant
during the period of thermal variance. The early thermal variation was due to problems with the
environmental chamber providing thermal control. Temperature did not appear to have a
significant effect on performance of the NiMH or the NiCd batteries during the first 5800 LEO
cycles.
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CDDF/SEDSAT NiMH LEO Cycling
ACV @ EOC vs. Orbit
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This chart shows the average cell voltage at the end of the high rate charge period. The NiMH
cell does not show a large variation from its initial value. This data indicates that the cells are not
developing an internal impedance operating under the test conditions. The lack of variation in the
end of charge voltage may indicate that the active hydride material has remained stable and that
there has been little movement.
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1.55
CDDF/SEDSAT NiCd LEO Cycling
ACV @ EOC vs. Orbit
1.5
1.4
1.35
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Nov-94
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The average cell voltage at the end of the high rate charge period for the NiCd cells manufactured
by Gates was 1.43 volts. This voltage is three millivolts higher than the average voltage of the
NiMH cells. This difference would be .5 volts at the battery level. This difference is partially
responsible for the lower efficiency of the NiCd cells. Internal impedance is responsible for this
voltage differential.
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CDDF/SEDSAT NiCd LEO Cycling
ACV @ EOC vs. Orbit
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The average cell voltage at the end of the high rate charge period for the NiCd cells manufactured
by Sail was 1.52 volts. This difference from the comparable commercial NiCd cell is thought to
be attributable to separator impedance.
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The average cell voltage at the end of discharge is a good general indicator of the true health of a
battery. A number of factors can affect the end of discharge voltage. To use the end of discharge
voltage as specific indicator of health, the effects of variables such as recharge ratio, amount of
overcharge, life history, system operation, anomalies, etc. must be quantified. Understanding the
relationship of all of the variables related to the performance of the battery is very complex.
The end of discharge voltage has decreased an average of two miUivolts over the 5800 cycles.
This decrease is attributable to normal degradation.
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CDDF/SEDSAT NiCd LEO Cycling
ACV @ EOD vs. Orbit
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The Gates NiCd end of discharge voltage has decreased an.average of six millivolts over the 5800
cycles. This loss is normal and expected in commercial cells. The cells are exhibiting normal
aging and wearout mechanisms.
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The Satt commercial NiCd cells have not exhibited the expected decrease in end of discharge
voltage. This phenomena may be due to an excess of active material in the cell present since
manufacturing.
The performance of the NiMH cells is very satisfactory at this point. The comparison between the
NiCd and NiMH cells favors use of the NiMH cells. The present results indicate that NiMH cells
are feasible direct replacements for NiCd cells in many applications.
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• Founded in 1843, Cincinnati, OH
• 1993 Revenues $661.5 Million
• 15 Operating Divisions
• Approximately 6500 employment (1500 associated with
battery manufacturing)
• 55 Manufacturing Facilities (11 Batteries)
• 50 Domestic- 5 International Locations
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Eagle-Picher Industries, Inc.
Satellite Power
Electric Vehicles ( Cars, buses, trains, utility vehicles)
Terrestrial Applications
• Telecommunications Equipment
° "Fiber-in-the-loop"
• Remote repeater/antenna array backup power
• Utility Load Leveling
• Uninterruptible Power Systems (UPS)
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Eagle-Picher Industries, Inc.
• Eagle-Picher Acquired Former Johnson Controls Ni-H2
Space Battery Assets in Butler, Wl June 1, 1994.
• Merging of Respective SPY Technologies Has Produced a
Superior Battery Design.
• Acquisition will produce a hybrid design SPY.
• Both technologies are COMSAT licensed. The Butler
facility continued with flexible, thin film cell case design.
EPI went another direction and developed a rigid cell case
design.
• Two (2) lower cost, Commercial Aerospace,
manufacturing plants (located in Joplin, Missouri and
Butler, Wisconsin) have now been designated to support
the industries requirements.
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° Battery utilizes the same proven nickel-hydrogen
electrode technology which has currently been
demonstrated on over 65 satellite launches and has
accumulated an excess of 140,000,000 successful cell
hours in space
• When compared to IPV and CPV batteries, there are
fewer components.
• Internal impedance is lower due to shortened conductor
path within the battery. (SPV 20 mOhms/IPV 30-35
mOhms)
• Higher specific energy when compared to Ni-Cd, IPV
and CPV
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Eagle-Picher Industries, Inc.
• For Ni-H2 comparison, assumed equal power capability
(conductor IIR loss) plus same pressure vessel safety
margin.
• Ni-Cd projection assumed current available cell
technology and "frame" type battery design.
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Eagle-Picher Industries, Inc.
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Eagle-Picher Industries, Inc.
Modular assembly allows:
• Various battery capacity sizes to share common
components.
• Ease of assembly.
• Critical cell functional testing prior to battery assembly
(Joplin).
• Butler battery is assembled as a stack before activation
takes place. Testing is possible at this level before
insertion into PV.
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Eagle-Picher Industries, Inc.
• SPV Technology has been space flight qualified.
• Clementine (NRL) 15 AHr./28 Volt
• IRIDIUM ® (Iridium, Inc.) 50 AHHr. / 28 Volt
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Eagle-Picher Industries, Inc.
SPV Nickel-Hydrogen
+ 34_
EOCV
EODV
• Test performed by the Naval Research Laboratory
• Depth of Discharge = 40%
• Test Temperature = 15°C
• Cycles Completed = 8,500
• Additional Life Cycling data is on file from COMSAT Labs:
• 30,000 cycles on a 2 cell SPV
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Eagle-Picher Industries, Inc.
• Test performed on charged 10"
• 5A discharge during vibration
• 19 GRMS in 2 axes (Y and Z)
diameter, 50 AHr. battery
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Eagle-Picher Industries, Inc.
Fatigue/Burst:
• >2.0 x Maximum Expected Operating Pressure (MEOP) burst
pressure after 100,000 fatigue cycles per MIL-STD-1522A.
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Eagle-Picher Industries, Inc.
• Currently the only domestic manufacturer of the SPV (and
CPV) Technology.
• Licensed from COMSAT and Johnson Controls.
• Other Ni-H2 designs manufactured:
• IPV
• CPV
• DPV
• Low Pressure Vessel (LPV) Under development
• Other Space Qualified Products Manufactured:
• Intelligent Battery Charger
• Charge/Discharge Controller Circuitry
• Special Test Equipment
• Heater Controllers
• Temperature Monitoring Systems
• Strain Gage assemblies
• Strain Gage signal amplification circuitry
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Eagle-Picher Industries, Inc.
• Long Cycle Life
• 100K+ cycles demonstrated
• Long Calendar Life With No Maintenance
• Pressure is an Indication of State-of-Charge
• Approximately 50 to 1200 psig
• Abuse Tolerance
• Overcharge
• Overdischarge
• Operation at any State-of-Charge
• Low"Per Cycle" Cost
• Excellent Low Temperature Operation
• -10°C preferred (excursions to -20°C are permissible)
OLYMPUS spacecraft was frozen and successfully recovered
• Environmentally Friendly
• No Cadmium, Lead or Mercury in the system
• Hermetically Sealed System
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50 Ah NiH2 CPV Qualification Tests
J.C. Garner, W. Barnes, G. Hickman
U.S. Naval Research Laboratory
N95- 26792
In 1992, the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) started a program to qualify a large
diameter common pressure vessel (CPV) nickel hydrogen (NiH2) batteries for use on
future Navy/NRL spacecraft electrical power subsystems. NRL's involvement with the
qualification of CPV NiH2 batteries dates back to 1988 when COMSAT and Johnson
Controls Inc., initiated a joint effort to fly the first ever NiH2 CPV in space. A later NRL-
JCI cooperative research and development agreement led to the launch of a space
experiment in 1993 and to the use of a single NiH2 CPV battery on-the BMDO Clementine
spacecraft in 1994. NRL initiated procurement of two, 50 Ah CPV NiH2 batteries in the
Fall of 1992. The two batteries were delivered to NRL in June 1994. NiH2 CPV batteries
have almost 2x the specific energy (Wh/kg) of nickel cadmium batteries and 2x the energ2¢
density (Wh/l) of individual pressure vessel NiH2 CPV's. This presentation discusses the
results of electrical and mechanical qualification tests conducted at NRL. The tests included
electrical characterization, standard capacity, random vibration, peak load, and thermal
vacuum. The last slides of the presentation show initial results from the life cycle tests of
the second NiH2 CPV battery at 40% depth of discharge and a temperature of 10 deg
Celsius.
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50Ah NiHz CPV Qualification Tests
J.C. Garner, W. Barnes, G. Hickman
U.S. Naval Research Laboratory
Washington, D.C. 20375-5354
INTRODUCTION
• Discuss Preliminary Qualification Test Results Conducted
On Eagle Picher (Johnson Controls Inc.)50 Ah NiH2 CPV
Batteries
• Discuss Follow On Work With 50 Ah NiH 2 CPV
• Additional NiH2 CPV Work @ NRL
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Purpose
Risk Reduction Effort To Qualify The 50 Ah Common or
Single Pressure Vessel Battery For Use In Future Navy/NRL
Spacecraft
50 Ah CPV Advantages
:[10 Ah IPV NIHa 50 Ah CPV Nll-h
Number Of Batteries 1 2
Cells/Battery 24 22
Bare Battery Mass 141.36 Ibs 126 (63 lbs/Bat)
Mechanical/Thermal Mounting 70.68 lbs 25.2 Ibs
Hardware
Total Battery Mass 212.04 lbs 151.20 Ibs
Mass Savings 60.84 lbs
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50 Ah CPV Mechanical/Thermal Spacecraft Interface
Program Schedule
• 1992 September - Released Procurement Package
• 1993 January - Awarded Contract To Johnson Controls Inc.,
For Two (2) 50 Ah NiH 2 CPV Batteries
• 1993 February - Preliminary Design Review
• 1993 April NRL Preliminary Design Review
• 1993 August - Critical Design Review
• 1993 August- December
- Pressure Vessel Qualification
- Cell Build
- Electrolyte Fill Determination Tests
• 1994 January- March End Plate Problems
- Complete Mass Simulator, Conduct Qualification Vibration
• 1994 March - June Assemble Batteries/Acceptance Test
• 1994 July - September Qualification Tests On S/N 144
• 1994 September Start Life Cycle Test S/N 145
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Eagle Picher (Johnson Controls Inc.)
50 Ah NiH2 CPV Battery
Capacity 50 Ampere-Hours*
Number Of Cells 22
Back-To-Back Positive Electrodes
Separator
Electrolyte
Pressure Vessel
- Diameter
- Length
Mass
Terminal
Pressure
Dual Layer Zircar
31% KOH
30 mil Inconel 718 Tube w/
Hydroformed End Domes
10.0 Inches
30.0 Inches
63 Ibs (28.58 kg)
Positive, Negative, 1/2 Battery Voltage
Kuhlite ETM-341-375-1000 Pressure
Transducer
* When Dhtcharl_l @ CJ2=25.0 Amps To 22.0 Volts @ 10"C, After A 16 Hour Charge @ C/10=$.0 Amls
Battery Exterior Dimensions
atomy e._ "'--'7
/ _--_mut lattm
I1 '
-L .
_,_..,._,,.._.
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Electrolyte Fill Level Tests (1 Of 2 )
Earlier Experience W/Clementine Batteries Showed Oxygen
Recombination Damage (Popping)To Electrolyte
Containment Bags Will Occur W/Too Much Electrolyte
- Cell Stack Must Be Removed From Pressure Vessel
- Electrolyte Containment Bags Need Replacement
Electrolyte Fill Level Determined By Calculation
- Based On Nominal Component Dimensions
- Assumes Vendors Supply Components Within Tolerance
Specification
Per NRL Request, EP (JCI) Initiated Electrolyte Fill Level
Tests Before Adding Electrolyte To First Battery
- EP Performed Electrolyte Fill Calculation (g/Ah)
- Build 6 Boilerplate Test Cells, Sim-LEO Cycle
_, 1. 2.9 g/Ah 4. 3.5 g/Ah
7> 2. 3.0 g/Ah 5. 3.8 g/Ah (calculated)
_, 3. 3.4 g/Ah 6. 4.0 g/Ah
Electrolyte Fill Level Tests (2 Of 2 )
Capacity Measurement After 24 Cycles
- 2.9 g/Ah 10.50 Ah
- 3.0 g/Ah 12.96 Ah
- 3.4 g/Ah 11.68 Ah
- 3.5 g/Ah 13.11 Ah
- 3.8 g/Ah 13.04 Ah
- 4.0 g/Ah 13.40 Ah
Continued Cycling the 3.0 g/Ah, 3.5 g/Ah, and 3.8 g/Ah
1000 Cycle Capacity
- 3.0 g/Ah
-= 3.5 g/Ah
- 3.8 g/Ah
Selected 3.65 g/Ah For Electrolyte Fill Level
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Pressure Vessel Qualification
• Qualify Battery Pressure Vessel To MIL-STD-1522A
• Pressure Cycle Vessel From 0 To MEOP* For 4 x Expected
Cycle Life
- 0 to 700 psi
- 4 x 25,000 Cycles = 100,000 Cycles
• Provide Safety Factor > 2.5 :I For Burst
• Tests Conducted At Milwaukee School Of Engineering (FPI)
• 3 Vessels Failed Before Successful Cycle Test
- Design Of Support For Cell Stack
- Design Of Weld Ring
- Shape Of Pressure Cycle Curve
• Burst Pressure of 2320 psi After 105,000 Cycles
- Safety. Factor 3.3 : 1
Eagle Picher (JCI) Acceptance Tests
• Visual Inspection Dimensional and Weight Check
• Insulation Resistance Test
• Conditioning Capacity
• Capacity & Overcharge @ 250C
• Capacity & Overcharge @ 35°C (Deleted)
• Capacity & Overcharge @ 0oc
• Impedance
• Charged Open Circuit Stand
• Electrolyte Leakage
• Pressure Transducer Calibration
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NRL Acceptance Test Plan
Receipt & Inspection
Installation Of Thermal Control Hardware
Initial Capacity
- 5.0 Amp Charge For 10 iIours + 2.5 Amp Charge For 14 IIour$
- - 25 Amp Discharge to 22.0 Volts
Capacity @ -10°C, "5°C, 0°C,5°C, 10°C' 20°C
LEO Cycle 40% DOD, 10°C
Charge Retention Test
5.0 Amp Charge 16 HourS, 72 ilours Open Circuit, -25 Amp Dischsrge To 22.0
VolU
Peak Load Test
- - 25 Amp Discharge For ! Ilour Followed By - 100 Amp Discharge For 5 Minutes
Random Vibration
- - 10 Amp Discharge, 18.9 Grins For lgO Seconds in Each Axis
Thermal Vacuum
n
g
g
!.
m
5.0 Amp Charge For 16 Hours @ 5°C
-too
...... - r- - 2" i
• . ,  -lii
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-25.0 Amp Discharge @ 10°C
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-25.0 Amp Discharge @ -10°C
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Post Vibration Peak Load Test
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S/N 145 Life Cycle Test 40% DOD @ 10°C (EODP)
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_*o xoo _:lo zoo z_o 300 );o 400 4_o _oo 5_o
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Qualification Test Program Status
• S/N 144 Completed All Environmental Tests
- Life Cycle Test @ 60% DOD, 0°C
• Qualification Test Report In Progress
• S/N 145 Continue On Life Cycle Test, 40% DOD @10°C
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Other NiH 2 SPV Work At NRL
• S/N 144 To Be Returned To EP (Milwaukee) For Partial DPA
& Thermocouple Instrumentation
• Thermal Design Verification Tests w/S/N 144 Planned
• Qual Flight Experiment Battery (10.5 Ah NiH 2 SPV) Life
Cycle Tests Continues (+8500 Cycles)
• Clementine Qual & Flight Spare Batteries To Be Returned
To EP (Milwaukee) For Partial DPA
- NRL Receive Qual For Life Cycle Test
- USAF PL Receives Fit Spare For Test @ NWSC Crane
• Procurment Of EP(Joplin) 50Ah SPV In Progress For
Qualification Test
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N95- 26793
Unique Features of a New
Nickel-Hydrogen 2-Cell CPV
James R. Wheeler
Eagle Picher Ind., Joplin MO
Abstract
Two-cell nickel-hydrogen common pressure vessel (CPV) units with some unusual design
features have been successfully built and tested. The features of interest are half-normal
platinum loading for the negative electrodes, the use of rabbit-ear terminals for a CPV unit,
and the incorporation of a wall wick. The units have a nominal capacity of 20 Ah and are
3.5 inches in diameter. Electrical performance data is provided. The data support the
growing viability of the 2-cell CPV design concept.
Cell Description
The unit described in the tests described here is a 3½ inch-diameter RNHC 20-5. It Js a
two-cell common-pressure-vessel design with a nominal capacity of 20 Ah. Its construction
is identical to that of a 40 Ah tandem-stack ManTech cell, except that the two stack-halves
are internally connected in series rather than parallel. One of the units is shown in figure 1.
As can be seen, this unit has rabbit-ear terminals, which has the advantage of reducing
battery height and cell-to-cell interconnection mass.
Figure 1.
RNHC 20-5
lPllgl_)_ P/l_i/e BLAN'IL'_
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By "ManTech" is meant an Eagle Picher design which uses pineapple-slice-shaped
electrodes and stack elements, a central polysulfone core, continuous nickel-foil leads on
electrodes, and a wall-wick to ensure a recirculating path to return and equilibrate
electrolyte throughout the cell stack. Also unlike an IPV, there is no separator/electrolyte
bridge provided between the cell stacks. Although not present in these units, a hydrophobic
Teflon s_rip adjacent to the weld ring on either side is planned for future units to discourage
any possible long-term ionic migration through electrolyte film between the two internal
cells.
Other features include a spring washer for uniform stack compression and
separator/electrolyte contact with the cell wall to facilitate heat transfer. The positive
electrode material is 80% slurry. The active material loading was a standard 1.65 g/ccv.
The separator material is two layers of zirconium-oxide cloth per positive electrode. Having
two layers was desired because the intended functions were for operation in low earth orbit
(LEO). The double separator design results in more weight for the unit, much of which is
electrolyte.
Unusual Features
These units have some unusual features which distinguish them from normal production:
The use of a wall wick in a 2-cell CPV unit.
The negative electrodes were loaded to a platinum level of 4 g. per cm2, which is half the
normal loading.
This is the first 3.5 inch-diameter CPV unit with rabbit-ear terminals to be built by Eagle
Picher. The third terminal on this unit is a special test terminal (center voltage tap) which is
connected internally between the two cells. It is not necessary to the unit's function and
would not be present in flight units.
The slurry plaque for the positive electrodes was manufactured in Eagle Picher's Range-
Line plant in Joplin, Missouri. This is notable since all of EP's flight production thus far has
come from its Colorado plant. The plaque design is otherwise identical however.
Performance
Seven units of this design were built and tested using conventional acceptance-type tests
and a 2C (40 amp) pulse test. The pulse was applied for 20 seconds after 15 minutes of
discharge at the normal rate of 10 amps (C/2). The performance of the units in testing was
essentially what would be expected for individual-pressure-vessel cells, allowing for the
double voltage of these units. The test results are shown in table 1, and the charge and
discharge curves at 10°C and 0°C are shown in figures 2 through 5. It is noteworthy that
the charge retention of these units, at 88% for a 72-hour open-circuit stand, is virtually the
same as for an IPV with the same separator. The cells showed no ill effects of the 2C (40
amp) pulse. Average minimum voltage at the end of the pulse was 2.36 volts (IPV
equivalent: 1.18 volts).
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Table 1.
RNHC 20-5 CPV
A VERAGE PERFORMANCE
Test ,, 2.0 Volts 2.2 Volts Max. Chg. Volts
10°C Capacity (Ah) 22.19 21.99 3.051
0°C Capacity (Ah) 24.34 23.81 3.132
10°C High Rate (Ah) 23.77 23.61 3.046
10°C 72-Hr. C.R.* 20.91 20.77 3.045
* 88.0%
Conclusions
The results of the tests support the viability of the 2-cell CPV design at a time when interest
in this concept for nickel-hydrogen batteries is growing. With half as many interconnects in
a 2-cell CPV battery and somewhat less pressure-vessel weight per cell, they represent a
significant potential weight-savings at the battery level 1. Fears of internal electrolyte
bridging in two-cell unit have proven unfounded, and now the compatibility of the wall wick
with the 2-cell CPV concept has also been demonstrated.
Two cell CPV's have already flown in the MISTI, TUBSAT and APEX programs 2, and
common use in the future seems likely. The use of single rather than double layer
separator would be appropriate for GEO applicat_, ns and would make the weight of the
battery more attractive. Had this unit been a single-layer design, its weight would have
been 1146.6g., a savings of 106.3g (computer-design projection). The cost would be
improved as well since the separator is an expensive component.
The successful manufacture and testing of the units documented here add to the growing
literature for 2-cell CPV's, and in addition show that reduced platinum loading of negative
electrodes can be combined with the CPV concept. The compatibility of the rabbit-ear
terminal configuration is also affirmed with this work. The use of slurry plaque from a
different source was shown to perform to the same standards as that from the more-usual
one.
Acknowledgments
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Round Table Discussion of Advanced Technology for Space Applications
Gerald Halpert, Jet Propulsion Laboratory
NASA BATTERY WORKSHOP
MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA
November 1994
OPEN DISCUSSION
On the Subject of
WHAT WILL IT TAKE TO GET ADVANCED BATTERY TECHNOLOGY INTO SPACE
APPLICATIONS?
Chairman: Gerald Halpert
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Notes by Michelle Manzo, NASA LeRC
OPENING REMARKS - G. Halpert
New battery technologies have been improving over the last several years. It took almost 20
years for NASA to use a Ni-H2 battery. Even then it was used on Hubble Space Telescope as a
replacement for a Ni-Cd battery in which life limiting concerns had been raised. What do we have
to do to use Ni-MH or Li-ion batteries in space? How do we qualify cells and batteries for space
missions?
If you ask the spacecraft Manager or project manager, he or she will ask where has it been used
previously and what is the experience with the device? Even though there may be significant test
data, and the mass and volume is lower or the mission capability can be increased, the project
manager will generally opt for a previously used battery system. The philosophy is "Not on my
spacecraft."
The subject is open for discussion to all attendees. I hope you will participate. The first speaker is
Dave Pickett from Hughes.
ATTENDEE PARTICIPATION
Pickett - It took 8 years to fly modem Ni-Cd and 11 years to for Ni-H2. A compelling reason is
needed for implementation of new technology, whether it be economics, or other. It takes time,
and someone willing to take the risk. Usually, commercial needs lead the way.
The new technologies are Ni-MH, Li-ion, and CPV Ni-H2. Larger IPV are being considered as
well as CPV. Predictions for spaceflight ofNi-MH, 5 years, and Li Ion 8-10 years. This is the
time it takes from cell test to battery integration.
E. Darcy - Safety issues with Li make Ni-MH more of a near term option.
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J. Firmin - Safety tests have been conducted. Requirements need to be defined and tech must
meet the requirements.
G. Methlie - Agreement with safety issue. Ni-MH intermediate term is needed. Difficult to
accelerate verification.
M. Klein - Ni-MH is the battery of choice for next 10-15 years. Aerospace should leverage off
commercial.
C. Lurie - High cost for qualification of Ni-Cd to Ni-MH. Not clear that it offers significant
advantages at battery level. Li-Ion will probably ultimately replace Ni-MH. Probably cannot
justify costs.
G. Dudley - Wh efficiency less for Ni-MH than Ni-Cd.
C. Lurie - Ni-MH advantage is improved round trip efficiency, thus, smaller array.
W. Tracinski - Possible use for all technologies to optimize for all applications.
G. Methlie - Project forward by looking backward. If end up with one system, you better be
right. Also need multiple vendors.
D. Maurer - Need all technologies. Li-Ion a long way off. Need several technologies going at
once. The mechanism for demo in space will be in small s/c.
A. Dunnett - Cheaper and faster, not better. No new battery systems seen without compelling
reason. Ni-MH will not be qualified with Ni-Cd and Ni-MH available. Li-Ion is the next step.
G. Halpert - What is the necessary incentive to go Li-Ion? Does your company support R&D on
Li-Ion?
A. Dunnett - Lower battery weight, more propellant, increase in payload. My organization does
not support Li-Ion or other R & D.
E Darcy - The time line is long without terrestrial applications. Ni-MI-t make sense in todays
environment.
C. Lurie - Small satellites are new visions for aerospace. They become the platform for new
technology.
M. Anderman - Ni-MH advantages depend on DOD capability and life as a function of DOD.
V. Kennedy -Responding to a question on Na-S, acceptance and abuse tests are being worked.
Johnson -Go on to far term technologies. Let other Intermediates develop in commercial
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technology. Sponsor research in space for space applications.
G. Methlie - Commercial base does not guarantee success in space.
J.Firmin - Same battery as EV commercial? Need to begin improvement at early stages to
influence development.
P. O'Donnell - Need dual-use drivers. Can't take terrestrial alone. Need to work on parallel
paths.
J. Firman - Limit documentation for qualification of new technologies for space. Documentation
is costly.
C. Lurie - Dual answer. Small satellites, Yes, DOD/NASA, no.
C. Lurie - On the capacity fade issue - It still exists but we have an understanding. TRW prefers
to deal with Ni precharge issues.
G. Halpert - Managers want low cost but also want guarantees that product will work. Thus,
costs will remain high. However, we are careful. Not always battery failures, e.g., Magellan -
failure was arrays not battery.
S. House - Phillips Lab will not support development of Ni-Mh. Lithium-ion possible substitution
to Na-S and Ni-H2. 7 year test is required.
M. Toil - To get new technology into orbit, which product has been shown to be best understood.
Elimination of documentation and visibility is the wrong way to go. Vendor data is valuable. It
holds clues to success. If you show understanding, customers will be willing to pay.
C. Bennett - There is a large database for Ni-H2. Varied parameters, no consistent production.
Need to use a model.
G. Halpert - Why do we have all these variations in product? (No response)
J. Armantrout - Historically we have used database for decisions. Develop a standard for a 5Kw
satellite. Need more standardized designs.
J. Wheeler - The process is: The manufacturer recommends to the customer, then customer has
strong preferences including plate and cell designs. The manufacturer is at the customer's mercy.
There are multiple paths to success. Let the customer make the selection.
C. Garner - Cooperative efforts work well.
G. Methlie - Commercial look at products.
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S. Surampudi - Technology is driven by customer. Customer was leader. Leader disappeared
replaced by managers. They want the best products without supporting costs.
G. Halpert - Are there any planned Ni-Mh flights?
B. Bragg - Shuttle orbiter GFE. Ni-MH flown in IBM think pad. To be flown in helmet light.
NASA/JSC approves specific designs and specific applications - no blanket chemistry approval.
OSHA and EPA have environmental concerns. Japanese Ni-MH flight in 1998 will follow
European's and Amercians.
A. Dunnett - The delta performance improvement does not warrant development of Ni-Mh over
Ni-Cd.
G. Halpert - Are there any planned Li-Ion flights?
S. Surampudi - JPL use in 1997. Small spacecraft 5-10 Ah cells. 45 new technologies evaluated
for new spacecraft. Li-Ion was selected. Looking at Li-Ion instead of Ni-MH because no
apparent payoff over Ni-H2. The fallback is Ni-Cd compelling reason is size.
Session adjourned
Many thanks to Michelle Manzo for taking these notes
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Nickel-Hydrogen / Nickel-Cadmium
Data Session
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N95- 26794
Hubble Space Telescope
Nickel-Hydrogen Battery Testing
An Update
Marshall Space Flight Center
Huntsville, AI 35812
EB72 / Thomas H. Whitt
EB74 /Jeffrey C. Brewer
The Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
began testing the HST Ni-H2 Six Battery Test
and the Flight Spare Battery Test approximately
one year before the launch of the HST. These
tests are operated and reported on by MSFC, but
are managed and funded by Goddard Space
Flight Center in direct support of the HST
program.
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The HST Batteries
Eagle Picher RNH-90-3
• High rate charge => 10 - 13 amps (C/8)
[] Charge scheme => V/T limit
• Discharge => 9 - II amps (C/9)
[] Depth of discharge (DOD) => 6 to 9%
• Operating temp => 0 to 3 degrees C
[] Sun/eclipse periods => 60/36 to 70/26
The HST Ni-H2 Batteries are built from Eagle
Picher RNH-90-3 cells. The bullet chart above
describes the typical operating conditions of the
batteries in the HST EPS.
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SIMPLIFIED BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE HST EPS
"SOLAR PANEL
ASSEMBLIES
(SPA's)
ILJ
Yq
IFq
i---i "rq
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The figure above is simplified block diagram of the HST
electrical power system (EPS). The HST EPS is direct energy
transfer power system. The solar array is divided into 20 solar
panel assemblies (SPAs) with 3 SPA sections going to each
battery channel and 2 going directly to the load bus. The trim
and charge current control (CCC) relays are the battery charge
control relays that are located in the power control unit (PCU).
The 3 load busses are normally tied together to act as a common
load bus.
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HST Battery Tests at MSFC
[] HST Six Battery Test
-Breadboard of the HST EPS
-6 batteries of test module cells
-Packaged in flight type modules
[] "Flight Spare Battery"
-Simuiation - I of 6 battery channels
-Cells from flight spare lot
The HST Ni-H2 Six Battery_ Test is a breadboard of the HST
EPS. The batteries in the test are composed of test module cells
and packaged into 3 battery modules identical to the flight
modules. This test is the HST EPS Testbed.
The "Flight Spare Battery" Test is a simulation of 1 of the 6
battery channels on the HST. The cells in the test are from the
flight spare lot of cells, which are the same lot of cells that 3 of
the 6 HST flight batteries are made from. This test is the battery
life test for the HST program.
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Test Objectives
• Determine operating characteristics
of the batteries
• Investigate on-orbit anomalies
[] Test proposed variations prior to
implementation on orbit
The first of the test objectives is to determine
the operating characteristics of the batteries.
The test batteries began cycling one year before
the launch of HST and have now been cycling
under the HST Flight conditions for over 5.5
years. The graphs on the following 3 pages
show the average battery capacity, the end of
charge & discharge voltages, and the battery
watt-hour efficiency over the life of the test.
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This plot is of the average battery capacity of the HST Ni-H2 Six Battery Test over the life of the
test. The fluctuations in the capacity are a result of the numerous capacity tests run on the
batteries (approximately 9). Over the first 4 years of the test the average battery capacity was
between 70 and 77 ampere-hours (AH). During this time the batteries were being charged to 1.5
v/cell with a step to trickle charge scheme. At orbit 20,000, the charge voltage was dropped to
1.49 v/cell as a result of some charge control relays failing and the thermal situation of the
batteries. The thermal situation of the HST batteries is the reason the batteries have not been
charged to higher charge voltages from the beginning.
Since launch the flight batteries have always had 10 to 15 AH more than the test batteries. The
flight batteries underwent an almost ideal launch scenario and within a couple of months on flight
were cycling with 90 to 95 AH. To date the HST flight batteries have cycled for almost 4.5 years
and have underwent or will soon have underwent 2 capacity checks per battery. The present
average capacity of the flight batteries is 78 to 80 AH. It is felt that most of the operating
capacity lost is a result of the low charge level (1.49 v/cell) that the batteries are being charged to.
Thermal changes to the HST battery bays are being considered for the next servicing mission to
allow for charging the batteries to a higher voltage.
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END OF CHARGE & DISCHARGE VOLTAGE
3s SIX BATTERY TEST
I
• 34
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This plot shows the end of charge and end of discharge voltages
over the life of the Six Battery Test. The end of charge voltage
tracks the different charge levels that have been used and the
end of discharge voltages track the general state of health of the
batteries. Even though the end of discharge voltages have
essentially stabilized, a gradual decline over the life of the
batteries is to be expected.
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This plot shows the average battery watt-hour efficiency over
the life of the HST Ni-H2 Six Battery test. The batteries cycled
with a step to trickle charge scheme and charged to 1.5 v/cell for
the first 20k orbits. After orbit 20k the charge scheme was
changed to hardware control (essentially a taper charge) and the
charge voltage was lowered to 1.49 v/cell. The watt-hout
efficiency of the HST Ni-H2 cells has varied from about 77 to
85%.
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Test Objectives
• Determine operating characteristics of
the batteries
• Investigate on-orbit anomalies
[] Test proposed variations prior to
implementation on orbit
As a result of an electrical fault that occurred on the Hubble Space Telescope
(HST) m September, 1991, the HST Electrical Power System (EPS)
Operations group at GSFC requested a series of tests on the HST batteries on
test at MSFC. In October '91 tests were run on the HST Six Battery Test
with 3 second discharges as high as 70 amperes. From 12/23/91 to 1/3/92
additional tests were run on a 4 cell pack of HST Flight Spare Module cells
on test at MSFC where the cells were discharged at rates up to 250 amps.
The Six Battery Test results revealed that a fault as low as 70 amperes could
have caused the EPS anomalies observed during the fault. Further test to 250
amperes indicated that: (1) no damage should have occurred to the HST
batteries as a result of the fault and (2) that the HST test batteries impedances
were constant over the entire tested range at 1.2 to 1.3 milliohms per cell. On
the following page is a block diagram showing how the fault was simulated
on the Six Battery Test.
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I
Test Objectives
[] Determine operating characteristics of
the batteries
[] Investigate on-orbit anomalies
[] Test proposed variations prior to
im___lementation on orbit
The Six Battery Test has been used extensively for testing
proposed variations in operating mode. The test was used for
launch scenario testing, investigating possible methods to boost
up operating capacity, and investigating possible EPS
configurations during the first servicing mission. Prior to the
servicing mission, the HST Six Battery Test underwent
numerous test in support of the servicing mission. In the
simulations the test batteries were put through conditions the
flight batteries would experience during the servicing mission.
The simulations determined the battery capacity and the
optimum configuration for the battery circuits for the mission.
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Power Control Unit (PCU)
Relay Minimization Test
- Background
-2 PCU relays have failed
-Failures have potential to damage DIU
-PCU is not an orbital replacement unit
• Purpose - minimize cycling on the PCU relays
• Plan - develop a battery charge control algorithm that
will minimize PCU relay cycling w/out sacrificing battery
capacity
The most recent use of this test as a means for testing proposed variations in
operating mode is the investigation of a proposed "PCU Relay Minimization
Scheme". Since launch, the HST electrical power system (EPS) has had two solar
array trim relays fail. The relays were being used as battery charge control relays
when the failures occurred. The relays are located on the power contol unit (PCU),
which was not designed as an orbital replacememnt unit (ORU). To reduce the
cycling on the PCU relays, GSFC is investigating operating the EPS with a reduced
solar array by opening a number of solar array trim relays. A set of conditions,
based on the batteries state of charge (SOC) and the number or orbits since the
batteries were fully charged, will determine the number of trim relays to open or
close. A reduced solar array will reduce battery charge current, and require less
charge control relays to cycle. The algorithm that determines the number of trim
relays to open or close is being referred to as the "PCU Relay Minimization Charge
Scheme". Phase I of this sheme was tested on the HST NiH2 Six Battery Test from
6/28/94 to 8/24/94.
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PCU Relay Minimization
Phase I
- Remove SPAs until batteries are unable to charge
to V-T charge level (STARVATION MODE)
[] When SOC gets below 85% or 15 orbits since
last full charge, put I SPA back on line (this is the
transition to FULL CHARGE MODE)
- When 2 batteries reach V-T limit for 2
consecutive orbits, remove I SPA (transition.
back to starvation mode)
The above chart describes the basic conditions of the Phase I of the PCU relay
minimization charge scheme. The charge scheme consisted of two modes of
operation:
1) STARVATION MODE - remove enough SPAs so the batteries do not reach the
V-T limit. Stay in this configuration for 15 orbits or until the batteries SOC at the
end of discharge goes below 80 or 85%. Then put one SPA back on line and
transition to:
2) FULL CHARGE MODE - in this mode the batteries capacity will be increasing.
The system will stay in this configuration until 2 or 3 of the batteries have charged
up and reached their V-T limit. Then one spa will be removed and the system will
return to the starvation mode.
Phase I was implemented on the Six Battery Test for 60 days and reduced PCU
relay switching by 90%.
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f1.1
NORMALIZED BATTERY CAPACITY
BASED ON PRESSURE
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This graph shows the normalized battery capacity during Phase I of the PCU relay
minimization test. Even though 2 of the batteries were reaching the V-T limit during
the full charge mode, the capacity was gradually going down. At orbit 28450, when
it was decided to require 3 batteries to reach the V-T limit before returning to the
starvation mode, the capacity began to slowly increase. But, during this testing
GSFC ran a capacity check on one of the HST flight batteries, and the battery had
less capacity than was being predicted. With the flight batteries having less
capacity than predicted and this charge mode showing another possible reduction in
capacity, GSFC began considering changes to the algorithm to optimize the trade off
between relay cycling and battery capacity. The changes to the algorithm are Phase
II of the PCU Relay Minimization Charge Scheme.
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PCU Relay Minimization
Phase !1
[] Instead of putting I SPA on line to
transition tO full charge mode, return
entire solar array.
[] Return to starvation mode after 4 or 5
batteries reach the V-T level.
[] Phase II should reduce PCU relay
cycling by 75%
In Phase II of the PCU Relay Minimization test, during the
FULL CHARGE mode the entire solar array will be put back on
line instead of just one additional SPA. This will give the
batteries a higher rate full charge and and this charge mode will
continue until 4 or 5 of the batteries reach the V-T limit. This
phase of the test has just begun and it is too early to predict
exactly how this change will effect the capacity. A HST EPS
model predicts this charge scheme will reduce PCU relay
cycling by 75%. This test will be completed by February '95.
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BACKGROUND
• ACTIVE BATTERY COOLING, DURING PRE-LAUNCH ACTIVITIES, IS
DIFFICULT AND EXPENSIVE
NICKEL-HYDROGEN BATTERY CHARGING, IN THE ABSENCE OF ACTIVE
COOLING, WAS INVESTIGATED FOR APPLICATION DURING AXAF-I PRE-
LAUNCH ACTIVITIES.
TESTING WAS CONDUCTED TO
DEMONSTRATE THE FEASIBILITY OF THE "ADIABATIC CHARGING"
APPROACH
- PROVIDE A PARAMETRIC DATA BASE
Battery management during prelaunch activities has always required special
attention and careful planning. The transition from nickel-cadmium to nickel-
hydrogen batteries, with their higher self discharge rate and lower charge
efficiency, as well as longer prelaunch scenarios, has made this aspect of
spacecraft battery management even more challenging.
The AXAF-I Program requires high battery state of charge at launch. The use of
active cooling, to ensure efficient charging, was considered and proved to be
difficult and expensive. Alternative approaches were evaluated. Optimized
charging, in the absence of cooling, appeared promising and was investigated.
Initial testing was conducted to demonstrate the feasibility of the "Adiabatic
Charging" approach. Feasibility was demonstrated and additional testing
performed to provide a quantitative, parametric data base.
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ADIABATIC CHARGING
DEFINITION
• ADIABATIC CHARGING IS CHARGING IN THE ABSENCE OF COOLING
HEAT DISSIPATED BY THE CHEMICAL PROCESSES IN THE CELLS, AS
WELL AS 12R HEATING, STAY IN THE BATTERY AND ITS TEMPERATURE
INCREASES
• THE BATTERY HAS A LARGE THERMAL MASS
• THE ADIABATIC CHARGE METHODOLOGY INVESTIGATED FOR AXAF-i
CONSISTS OF
CHARGING THE BATTERY, IN THE ABSENCE OF COOLING
MONITORING BATTERY TEMPERATURE,
TERMINATING CHARGE WHEN BATTERY TEMPERATURE
REACHES 85 ° F
The assumption that the battery is in an adiabatic environment during prelaunch
charging is a conservative approximation because the battery will transfer some
heat to its surroundings by convective air cooling. The amount is small
compared to the heat dissipated during battery overcharge. Because the battery
has a large thermal mass, substantial overcharge can occur before the cells get
too hot to charge efficiently.
The testing presented here simulates a true adiabatic environment. Accordingly
the data base may be slightly conservative.
The adiabatic charge methodology used in this investigation begins with
stabilizing the cell at a given starting temperature. The cell is then fully
insulated on all sides. Battery temperature is carefully monitored and the charge
terminated when the cell temperature reaches 85 ° F. Charging has been
evaluated with starting temperatures from 55 ° F to 75 ° F.
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SCOPE
TESTING INCLUDED INVESTIGATION OF
B
ADIABATIC CHARGING
ADIABATIC TOP OFF CHARGING
- VERY LOW RATE TRICKLE CHARGING
• TODAY'S PRESENTATION WILL COVER, PRIMARILY, ADIABATIC CHARGING
TEST RESULTS
• DETAILS OF OTHER TEST RESULTS WILL BE REPORTED IN THE FUTURE.
The overall AXAF-I battery test program, which is continuing, addresses several
aspects of prelaunch battery management including charging, top off charging,
open circuit stand, and low rate trickle charging; all in an environment in which
there is little or no cooling. Parametric testing in the adiabatic charge mode has
been completed and is reported in this presentation. Other results will be
reported in the future.
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TEST PLAN
• PROOF OF CONCEPT: DEMONSTRATE ADIABATIC CHARGE CAPABILITY
CHARGE RATE: C/5, CI10, C/15, C/20
INITIAL TEMPERATURE: 55 ° F, 65 ° F, 75 ° F
RUN WITH RNH 65-5 CELLS (ON LOAN FROM EPI) WHICH ARE SIMILAR
IN DESIGN TO THE AXAF-I BASELINE CELL
• PARAMETRIC TEST: CONFIRMATION AND DATA BASE DEVELOPMENT
- CHARGE RATE: C/5, C/8, C/10, CI15
- INITIAL TEMPERATURE: 60 ° F, 65 ° F, 70 ° F, 75 ° F
RUN WITH FLIGHT CONFIGURATION RNH 30-9 CELLS
Adiabatic charging was addressed in a series of three tests.
A proof of concept test was run to demonstrate the feasibility of the approach.
The test was run on RNH 65-5 cells which were loaned to us by Eagle Picher
Industries. During the test, the thermal environment (e.g., adiabatic), the cell
design, and the final charge temperature were fixed. Therefore the major test
variables impacting charge acceptance were charge rate and initial charge
temperature. Charge rate was varied over the range C/5 to C/20 which includes
the lowest and highest rates deemed practicable during prelaunch activities.
The initial-temperature range was constrained, at the low end by dew point
considerations in the prelaunch environment, and at the high end by the fixed
final charge temperature.
A parametric test was next run to validate the results of the proof of concept test
and to provide a quantitative parametric data base. Test articles were flight
configuration RNH 30-9 cells. The charge rate and initial charge temperature
variable ranges were based on analysis of the proof of concept test results.
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TEST PLAN CONT'D
MISSION SIMULATION TEST
- PRE-POST LAUNCH SCENARIO SIMULATION TESTING WAS
#ERFORMED AS PART OF A TOTAL MISSION SIMULATION TEST AT
MSFC
THE POSTULATED SEQUENCE INCLUDED
= ADIABATIC CHARGING
= OPEN CIRCUIT STAND
= ADIABATIC TOP OFF
= C/500 RATE TRICKLE CHARGE
= DISCHARGE
An AXAF-I mission simulation test is being run at MSFC. The test includes
battery operation in a postulated pre-post launch scenario, as well as operation
simulating on orbit cycling. Results obtained during operation in the simulated
pre-post launch scenario are reported in this presentation.
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7
TEST ARTICLES
CELL PART NUMBER RNH 65-5 RNH 30-9
RATED CAPACITY (Ah) 65 30
STACK CONFIGURATION BACK-TO-BACK BACK-TO-BACK
POSITIVE ELECTRODE 0.030", SLURRY 0.030", SLURRY
SEPARATOR ZIRCAR, 2 LAYERS ZIRCAR, 2 LAYERS
ELECTROLYTE (%, FINAL) 31 31
OPERATING PRESSURE (psi) 800 475
STRAIN GAUGE YES YES
TERMINAL CONFIGURATION AXIAL AXIAL
WEIGHT (gms) 1815 1010
PRECHARGE POSITIVE POSITIVE
The 30 Ah and 65 Ah cell designs differ only in capacity, weight/dimensions, and
pressure. Electrode stack components, configuration, and electrolyte are
identical.
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TEST CELLS
ON COLD PLATE
Individual cell instrumentation includes strain gauges for pressure measurement
and thermistors at five locations from the top of the thermal sleeve to the sleeve
base. In the configuration shown the sleeves are mounted directly to a thermally
controlled cold plate. Ambient air and cold plate temperatures are also
measured. Cell voltage, current, and pressure, as well as all temperatures are
logged automatically. Data logging frequency is controlled by a slope sensing
algorithm that increases the data logging frequency as the voltage and/or
temperature rates of change increase.
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INSULATED TEST CELLS
HEAT REJECTION TO COLD PLATE
In the configuration shown the cell sleeve base remains in contact with the cold
plate and the remainder the cell-thermal sleeve assembFy is insulated with three
inch thick Ethafoam insulation. This configuration was used for all discharges.
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INSULATED TEST CELLS
ADIABATIC OPERATION
This configuration is similar to the previous one except that Ethafoam insulation
is added between the sleeve base and the cold plate. The cell is thermalIy
isolated. This configuration was used for all adiabatic cperations.
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TYPICAL ADIABATIC CHARGE
65 ° F, C/5 CHARGE RATE
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This chart shows typical data logged during an adiabatic charge Charge
acceptance is tracked using cell pressure. The final discharge capacity is in
excellent agreement with the capacity derived from pressure data. Charging
was terminated at 85 ° F and overshoot took it to 87 ° F. The test configuration
was changed from the fully-insulated cell to the configuration in which the
baseplate is in contact with the cold plate. The cell was then cooled to 55 ° F
and a standard C/2 discharge to 1.0 volt performed. The capacity discharged,
66.7 Ah, is 98% of the capacity recovered during a 68 ° F standard capacity cycle
(16 hour CI10 charge at 68 + 5° F, C/2 discharge to 1.0 volt.) The recharge
ratio, calculated as capacity charged divided by capacity discharged, is 1.27,
which is acceptable for the small number of cycles occurring during prelaunch
activities.
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TYPICAL ADIABATIC CHARGE
75 ° F, C/15 CHARGE RATE
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The cycle shown on this chart is similar to the previous cycle except that the
adiabatic charge was performed at 75 ° F and a C/15 charge rate. These are
less efficient conditions and the capacity discharged, 44.2 Ah, is significantly
lower than the 66.7 Ah recovered at the more efficient charge conditions of 65 ° F
and a C/5 charge rate shown on the previous chart. Charge insertion was
60.7 Ah and the recharge ratio 1.37. Comparison with the previous chart
indicates that, at 75 ° F and a charge rate of C/15, less charge is inserted and
utilization of.that charge is less efficient.
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CAPACITY EXPRESSED AS % OF
68 DEG F STANDARD CAPACITY
65 AH CELLS
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Adiabatic charge results obtained with the 65 Ah cells are summarized as a
family of curves showing the relationship between capacity, initial cell
temperature, and charge rate. Capacity is exPressed as per cent of standard
68 ° F capacity to allow comparison of cell lots with differing actual capacities.
The circles indicate replicated data points.
These curves demonstrate that good charge acceptance is achieved, during
adiabatic charging, provided charge parameters are maintained in efficient
ranges.
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CAPACITY EXPRESSED AS % OF
68 DEG F STANDARD CAPACITY
30 AH CELLS
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The adiabatic charge results obtained with the 30 Ah cells are summarized
similarly and may be compared with the 65 Ah cell results. At conditions
providing efficient charging, e.g., low initial cell temperature and high charge
rate, the two sets of results are similar. However, when charge efficiency is
lower, e.g., at higher initial temperatures and lower charge rates, the 30 Ah cells
provide significantly higher relative capacities than the 65 Ah cells when both
are charged adiabatically at the same conditions. The difference is attributed to
the lower specific energy of the 30 Ah cell.
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ADIABATIC CHARGE
EFFECT OF THERMAL MASS
THE ADIABATIC CHARGE APPROACH WORKS BECAUSE THE BATTERY
ABSORBS THE HEAT DISSIPATED AS THE CELLS GO INTO OVERCHARGE
FOR A GIVEN DISSIPATION RATE: THE GREATER THE CELL MASS THE
GREATER THE TOTAL CHARGE BEFORE THE CELL GETS TOO HOT TO
CHARGE EFFICIENTLY
THE DIFFERENCES IN ADIABATIC CHARGE ACCEPTANCE, BETWEEN THE
65 Ah and 30 Ah CELLS, CAN BE EXPLAINED BY THE RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN CELL WEIGHT AND CAPACITY, FOR THE 65 Ah AND 30 Ah CELLS
CELL WEIGHT DIVIDED BY CAPACITY IS A CONVENIENT FIGURE OF MERIT
TO COMPARE ADIABATIC CHARGE ACCEPTANCE RESULTS
FIGURE OF MERIT =
CELL WEIGHT
CAPACITY
gms
Ah
Because of its small size the 30 Ah cell is packaged less efficiently than the
65 Ah cell. The low operating pressure, 475 psi, is the maximum practical with
this size and design. Another consequence of the difference in packaging
efficiency is the difference in specific energy; 36 Wh/Kg for the 30 Ah cell and
43 Wh/Kg for the 65 Ah cell.
For a specific cell capacity and a given set of adiabatic charge conditions: the
larger the cell mass the more charge accepted before reaching the charge
termination temperature.
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ADIABATIC CHARGE
EFFECT OF THERMAL MASS
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Capacity, expressed as per cent of standard 68 ° F capacity, is plotted against
the cell weight/cell capacity figure of merit for initial charge temperatures of 60 °
F, 65 ° F, 70 ° F, and 75 ° F, and charge rates of C/5, C/10, and C/15. The data is
displayed as three sets of curves, one set for each charge rate. Each of the sets
of curves consists of four individual curves, one for each initial charge
temperature. Inspection of these curves indicates that the impact of the cell
weight/cell capacity figure of merit on charge acceptance, in the adiabatic
charge mode, is significant at conditions of low charge efficiency, and very small
at conditions of high charge efficiency.
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PRE-POST LAUNCH SCENARIO
SIMULATION
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Adiabatic charging was integrated into a pre-post launch simulation to validate
the approach in a mission related scenario. The test cells were charged, from a
fully discharged condition, at the C15 charge rate, with an initial charge
temperature of 65 ° F. Following a one-week open circuit stand at 65 ° F, the
cells were topped off adiabatically at the C/5 charge rate with an initial charge
temperature of 65 ° F. The initial and post top off cell pressures are equal and,
after correction for temperature and stored oxygen, the indicated capacities are
in good agreement with parametric data base predictions. Following top off the
cells were maintained on C/500 rate trickle charge until the simulated launch.
The temperature was then decreased to 32 ° F and held at that temperature for
one day. Cell temperature was increased to 65 ° F and decreased to 59 ° F as
part of the launch simulation. The cells were then discharged at the C/5 rate.
Observed capacities are in good agreement with pressure data.
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CONCLUSION
NICKEL-HYDROGEN BATTERIES CAN ACHIEVE HIGH STATES
OF CHARGE, IN THE ABSENCE OF COOLING, WHEN CHARGED
USING THE "ADIABATIC CHARGING" APPROACH DESCRIBED.
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Alternate Charging Profiles for the Onboard
Nickel Cadmium Batteries of the
Explorer Platform/Extreme Ultraviolet Explorer
Gopalakrishna M. Rao and Jill S. Prettyman-Lukoschek*
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
ABSTRACT
The Explorer Platform/ Extreme Ultraviolet Explorer (EP/EUVE) spacecraft
power is provided by the Modular Power Subsystem (MPS) which contains three
50 ampere-hour Nickel Cadmium (NiCd) batteries. The batteries were fabricated
by McDonnell Douglas Electronics Systems Company, with the cells fabricated by
Gates Aerospace Batteries (GAB), Gainesville, Florida.
Shortly following launch, the battery performance characteristics showed similar
signatures as the anomalous performance observed on both the Upper
Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS) and the Compton Gamma Ray
Observatory (CGRO). This prompted the development and implementation of
alternate charging profiles to optimize the spacecraft battery performance. The
Flight Operations Team (FOT), under the direction of Goddard Space Flight
Center's (GSFC) EP/EUVE Project and Space Power Applications Branch have
monitored and managed battery performance through control of the battery
Charge to Discharge (C/D) ratio and implementation of a Solar Array (SA)
offset. This paper provides a brief overview of the EP/EUVE mission, the MPS,
the FOT's battery management for achieving the alternate charging profile, and
the observed spacecraft battery performance.
INTRODUCTION
The EP/EUVE spacecraft was designed, built, and managed by NASA, GSFC. EP/EUVE is
operated by NASA and Loral AeroSys with the primary payload, the Extreme Ultraviolet Explorer
(EUVE), operated by the University of California at Berke!ey. The Explorer Platform (EP)
spacecraft design was based on the Multimission Modular Spacecraft (MMS). The platform can
support a variety of remote sensing, Low-Earth-Orbit (LEO) missions requiring solar, stellar, or
earth pointing missions. The EP provides a space based platform from which the explorer class
instruments and equipment can be remotely exchanged during Space Shuttle-based servicing
missions. The MMS structure supports the Platform Equipment Deck (PED), which serves as the
EP interface to the payload. The payload module, currently EUVE, is mounted on the PED and the
* Loral Aerosys, EP Right Operations Team
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mission-unique equipment has been placed within removable PED modules. When EP was
integrated with its payload module, EUVE, it became the mission-unique EP/EUVE satellite.
The EP/EUVE spacecraft was launched on a Delta II Expendable Launch Vehicle (ELV) from Cape
Canaveral Air Force Station, Florida on June 7, 1992 into a circular orbit 528 km in altitude with
an inclination of 28 degrees. The EUVE is a LEO astronomical survey mission that has produced
the first definitive sky map and catalog in the portion of the electromagnetic spectrum that extends
from approximately 100 to 1000 angstroms. Scientifically, the mission includes three objectives,
all-sky survey, deep survey and spectroscopy. The all-sky survey and deep surveys were
performed concurrently during the first 6 months of the mission and completed in January, 1993
with gap filling completed in July, 1993. The balance of the EUVE mission is being used for
additional spectroscopy experiments.
During the two spacecraft modes of operation, the spacecraft orientation is defined as follows. In
survey mode, the spacecraft maintains a constant rotation of 0.18914 +/- .00005 degrees per
second. In spectroscopy mode the spacecraft will be inertially fixed such that the spacecraft is
pointed within the design constraints of 0 to 110 degrees with respect to the -X_ axis and +/- 33
degrees with respect to the Command and Data Handling (C&DH) roll axis.
MODULAR POWER SUBSYSTEM
The EP/EUVE MPS is comprised of all the power control, distribution, regulation, provision, and
other power-related hardware. This includes the McDonnell Douglas MPS and the two Solarex
solar arrays. Figure 1 illustrates the subsystem interfaces.
The functions of the EP/EUVE major power subsystem components are presented in Table 1.
Table 1: EP/EUVE Maior Power Subsystem Components
Power Subsystem Component
Bus Protection Assembly (BPA)
150 Ampere Hour Batteries (3)
Power Control Unit (PCU)
Remote Interface Unit (RIU) (2)
Signal Conditioning Assembl), (SCA)
Solar Arrays (2)
Solar Army Drives (2)
Solar Array Drive Electronics (2)
Standard Power Regulator Unit (SPRU)
Thermal Control Subs),stem
Function
Fusing of internal MPS loads
Energ), storage
Power distribution
Command & Data Handling interface
Command and telemetry conditioning
Energy conversion
Maintains solar array position as determined
by the Solar Array Drive (SAD) flight software
and commanded by the Solar Array Drive
Electronics (SADE)
Monitors and commands the SAD movement
as determined by the SAD flight software or
ground issued commands
Batter), chaq[e control
Batte_ system thermal regulation
The batteries onboard the EP/EUVE spacecraft are three 50 amp-hour conventional NiCd batteries
in parallel configuration. Each battery contains 22 serially connected cells. The plates were
fabricated at GAB during the 1/85 to 5/85 time period. The cells were activated in March 1988.
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Figure 1: EP/EUVE Power Block Diagram
POWER SUBSYSTEM OPERATIONS
The MPS operations have evolved on-orbit to rely heavily on various SPRU modes of operation.
The modes of SPRU operation are discussed in Table 2.
EARLY MISSION OPERATIONS
At launch, the Voltage Limit Mode of SPRU was set at V/T level 5; however, the level was
commanded to vfr level 4 on launch day based on the observed high average C/D ratio values
(1.286, 1.241 and 1.224 for batteries 1, 2 and 3, respectively). The level was later lowered to V/T
level 3 on May 5, 1993 to further reduce the C/D ratio.
Thermostat control was also implemented during early mission operations. MPS battery
temperature regulation was implemented to maintain a specific battery temperature operating range
greater than the thermistor set points for the battery heater controls. This can be performed on the
EP spacecraft because the MPS configuration includes an externally mounted heat pipe
implementation that maintains a stable thermal environment between all three batteries. Current
operation maintains a battery baseplate temperature of greater than 5 degrees C and less than 8
degrees C. This temperature range is maintained through Onboard Computer (OBC) Telemetry
Monitor (TMON) control. The original operational implementation was introduced on September
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8, 1992 based on a temperature goal of 2 degrees C. This goal was changed, in steps, to the
current operational temperature range on October 23, 1992. The battery temperature trends for the
length of the mission is presented in Figure 2. This thermostat control showed no appreciable
impact on the battery charge profile.
Table 2: SPRU Modes of Operation
SPRU Modes of Operation
Standby Mode
Peak Power Tracking Mode
Voltage Limit Mode
Current Limit Mode
Sate Mode
The MPS power is supplied by the batteries due to no
available solar array power. The SPRU is able to
receive commands and retains a memory of its last
commanded state in this mode.
The maximum SA output power point will be
maintained to provide all available power to the
spacecraft load and recharging the batteries until the
Voltage-Temperature (V/T) set point is reached or the
constant current mode is enabled.
The battery voltage limit is determined by one of the
eight commandable NASA standard V/T limits. When
the battery terminal voltage rises to the limit, the battery
current is reduced to a taper profile.
The current limit is an externally commanded mode
which limits the total battery charge current to ofie of the
three selectable levels, 0.75 amps, 1.5 amps or 3.0
amps.
In the event of three consecutive pulses being missed to
the MPS Computer Status Monitor (CSM), the SPRU
will be commanded to the appropriate V/T level based
on the selected V/T level (currently V/T level 1). No
external commanding will be allowed to the SPRU until
the CSM has been disabled.
CURRENT POWER OPERATIONS
The C/D ratio and the net overcharge of all three batteries remained higher than recommended for
the batteries. This is due in part to the small loading requirements of the spacecraft and the large
size of the SAs. Because the arrays were designed to support a 10-year Platform mission life
integrated with EUVE and a variety of follow-on Explorer class Instruments, the available power
to the payload was budgeted at 300 watts for an orbital average with peaks of 1000 watts. On-
orbit EUVE payload power needs, however, have been an orbital average of 200 watts with peaks
of 300 watts during both spectroscopy and survey modes.
The FOT currently utilizes three of the SPRU modes - the constant current mode, the peak power
track mode and the voltage limited mode, on an orbital basis for nominal battery operations. These
standard operational procedures for a single EWEUVE orbit are presented in Figure 3.
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Figure 2: Mean Battery Temperatures for the Mission Life
Constant Current Mode at Orbital Sunrise
Constant Current Mode (CCM) at Orbital Sunrise (OS) was implemented to regulate the high
battery charge current from the SAs when the arrays are cold. The operational goal has been about
20 amps. The onboard implementation uses the OBC Orbital Time Processor (OTP) flag 6 to trip
when the spacecraft to sun vector cosine is -0.5 corresponding to an angle of 120 degrees. This
equates to approximately 2 minutes prior to spacecraft day. The flag executes a Relative Time
Sequence (RTS) that commands the SPRU to 3.0 amp CCM at orbital sunrise then returning the
SPRU to vt'r control approximately 10 minutes into day.
Spacecraft Night
I
CCM
at I
Orbital I
Sunrise I
Spacecraft Day
100%
State of Charge
V/T Control
CCM
at
Full
Charge
Spacecraft Night
Figure 3: Standard EP/EUVE Orbital Battery Management
Constant Current Mode at Full Charge
CCM at full charge was implemented to minimize the batteries overcharge. Proactive steps have
been taken to maintain a ground minus CCM calculated C/D ratio goal range of 1.02 to 1.07 and
hence minimize the batteries overcharge. In this implementation, the SPRU commands 0.75 amp
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CCM to maintain a trickle charge on the batteries while still in spacecraft day after the C/D ratio
goal has been reached as determined through TMON sampling of the battery state of charge. The
C/D Ratio goal is based on the assumption that when the battery reaches 100 percent state of charge
at a specified 0.98 Power Monitor (PMON) processor battery charge efficiency, the C/D ratios
approximate 1.02.
PMON battery efficiency changes
The PMON battery efficiency changes were implemented to stabilize the End-of-Night Load Bus
Voltage (ENLBV), which was decreasing during extended maximum eclipse period. The PMON
battery efficiency is decreased by 0.01 during the maximum eclipse period to allow additional
charge on to the batteries while marginally increasing the C/D ratio by 1 percent. The CCM at full
charge target C/D ratio may be changed by changing the Battery 1, 2, and 3 charge efficiencies in
the PMON processor via OBC system table load. This is routinely being performed by changing
the target C/D ratio. The efficiency is set to 0.97 for spacecraft eclipse periods of greater than 34.5
minutes and set to 0.98 for eclipse periods less than 34.5 minutes. The PMON efficiency changes
are presented with the length of spacecraft day in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Length of Spacecraft Day for the Mission Life
Solar Array Offset
The SADs remained powered off during the first 13 months of the EP/EUVE mission, In-Orbit
Checkout (IOC), survey, and 6 months of inertial point mode. Then, following the completion of
the gap fill-in portion of the all sky survey in July 1993, the SADs were validated during a mini-
IOC. Two SA hardware limitations, specular reflection and an Extra Vehicular Activity (EVA)
handrail, were identified during the validation. The spacecraft body, specifically the Signal
Conditioning and Control Unit (SC&CU), reflects sunlight onto the solar array panel 1. This
causes heating of the panel in the vicinity of thermistor 3 to the solar panel red high temperature
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qualification limit, 114 degrees C. Additionally, an EVA handle prevents the movement of solar
array 2 past 83 degrees -X,,= limiting the range of possible SA motion. A flight software change
has been implemented which will maintain the solar arrays at a table-defined offset. This flight
software implementation repositions the SAs to the offset position, currently 40 degrees to avoid
specular reflection, taking into account the EVA handrail limitations, when the spacecraft slews to a
new target. The change in the spacecraft attitude may be seen in the effective solar array offset
(figure 5). o
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Figure 5: Effective Solar Array Offset for the Mission Life
DATA
With the implementation of CCM and SA offset management, the charge-to-discharge ratios
have decreased for the length of the mission (figure 6). The average II3(2 C/D ratios (including
CCM) of 1.08 to 1.09 in comparison with the current values of 1.06 to 1.07 showing an
improvement of 2 percent for batteries 1 and 2 and of 1.5 percent for battery 3. Thebattery C/D
ratxos show stable in-family trending of high numbers during the survey portion of the mission
with the SA position constandy normal to the sun. The C/D ratios diverged in January 1994
with the spacecraft transition to inertial point mode and the introduction of CCM at OS. During
this mission phase, the SADs remained fixed, while the spacecraft changed pointing positions
throughout the sky on a daily and sometimes orbital basis. This varied the effective SA offset to
the sun from 0 to 55 degrees, and thus varied the available solar array current to the batteries.
Two operational events, a deep discharge of the batteries (24.5%) on June 17, 1993 (DOY 168)
and the implementation of a constant 40 degree SAD offset on August 6, 1994 (DOY 218), have
contributed to the stable and lower C/D ratio values seen since June of 1993.
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Half battery differential voltages for batteries 1, 2, and 3 axe presented in Figure 7. The battery
differential voltages showed similar degraded features with all three batteries crossing zero as the
spacecraft to inertial point mode. An improvement is evident in all three half battery differential
voltages. The half battery differential voltages for battery 1 continues to near zero, while
batteries 2 and 3 are approaching toward zero.
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Figure 7: Half Battery Differential Voltages for the Mission Life
A significant improvement in the end-of night load bus voltage is apparent from Figure 8 for the
last six months. The end-of-night load bus voltage has been approximately 26.88 volts for this
period.
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CONCLUSIONS
The constant current mode implementation successfully limits the C/I) ratio to a specified goal.
This has been enhanced by the use of the battery, efficiency change which allow the end of night
load bus voltage to stabilize about 26.88 volts during periods of maximum eclipse. The 40 degree
solar array offset maintains a battery current input between 13 amps and 20 amps. The
implementation of the CCM charge control, PMON efficiency change, and the SA offset have
optimized battery operation for the EP/EUVE spacecraft.
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